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AFTER THE DIPLOMA — WHAT? e 

@ The choice of a career is unquestionably one of the effort—each year employs a limited number of grad- 
most important decisions a graduate is required to uate engineers. 
make. It is generally conceded that a man’s success This profusely illustrated book will give you a 
in a chosen career is usually the result of a happy quick, but vivid picture of the past, present and future 
alignment of his inherent abilities with the work he of this interesting and essential industry. A copy will 
undertakes. be sent gladly upon request. 

This organization, the world’s largest manufacturer New Departure, Division General Motors Corpora- 
of ball bearings—now in the forefront of the defense tion, Bristol, Connecticut. 3003 
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Gu The Cover In This Issue 

We don’t like guns on our cover, but guns are hard to Foreword . . . . . 2. ew ee ee B 

ignore. The R.O.T.C. students shown at target practice Artiel 
z 3 . rt 

don’t feel that they are playing. With the United States ches 

busily endeavoring to raise an army, we see all around us 4 Building for Engineers. - 6 6 + 0 ss 4 
: £ asi hi ii idevol th Id? Proposed building program. 

evidences of emphasis upon the military side of the world's piamond Hunting in Africa, by Winfred C. Lefevre . . 6 

affairs. The local unit of the R.O.T.C. has more enrollees Adventure on the dark continent. 

than ever before. Next year Lieut.-Col. H. H. Lewis will The New Subscription Plan, by Prof. L. F. VanHagan . «8 
pa 5 2 And what it means to us. 

have an even more difficult job to handle a unit enlarged ‘ . 
‘ Today’s Turmoil . 2 / ee ee ee 

by compulsory membership. Maintaining your perspective—Dean F, Ellis Johnson. 
y gy Pe 

; i * Frequency Modulation . . se eee ee (10 

National defense is the byword, though war is a shorter Improvements in transmission of radio waves. 
name for it. Not only the R.O.T.C. members, but all stu-  Salesmanship for Engineers, by L. E. Fale . . - + + 12 

dents are concerned with the part they are to play in our It takes an engineer to sell engineering equipment. 

sani Th ‘ blem to City of Midland °41, by Al Loeffler. 5 2. 5 + 2B 
country's military program. € most pressing problem to New two million dollar super-carferry. 

most of us at the present is the status of student engineers Machined Surfaces, by Bob Short . .  - se ss 16 

with regard to the Selective Service Act. What happens when the tool bit digs in. 

. . . Louis H. Kahlenberg, an Appreciation ~. .  .  - ee O17 

Partly because of the shortage of trained engineers, in- Exuent . . - - + + + + + + + + + 1B 

dustrial production for the national program is proceed- Of the departing Wisconsin Engineer heads. 

ing only slowly. Several of the national student societies Features 

have asked deferment for student engineers to allow them Retrospective Scenes from a Sentimental Senior. 

to finish their college training. The college faculty is doing by Nate Itzkowitz. - - e+ + ee ee 2 

é ‘ ‘ : Alumni Notes. . . 6 + © + «© © + «© + 20 
what it can to help engineering students to obtain defer- . 

. . . . Campus News. - 6 6 + ee ee et 2D 

ments until completion of their courses. Whatever the offi- Sait 
: vn fa 4 ‘ Frontispiece 

cial decree, it is likely that draft boards will see fit to allow : a, 
. 4 d 1 hei in A view of the University Boathouse on Lake Mendota. Courtesy of 

more engineering students to complete their training. the Wisconsin Alumni Association. 
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Fi oreword 2 # 4 

WE have a proposition to make to you. magazine to represent their college, it 

As an engineering student you are would be only fair that all should help 

receiving a copy of the May issue of The support The Wisconsin Engineer. The 

Wisconsin Engineer. It is your magazine subscription rate would be lowered to a 

as it always has been, but now it needs dollar a year, payable with the regular 

your help. university fees. With the assured income, 

Next week the Polygon board will con- a bigger and better magazine would be 

duct a classroom referendum. You will published. 

be given a ballot which reads: The engineering faculty members are 

“Do you favor petitioning the Board of 100% behind this proposal and have gone 

Regents to place subscriptions to The Wis- on record as supporting it. Every engi- 

consin Engineer on a fee basis for all en- neering society and fraternity contacted 

gineering students?” up to press time has favored the plan. 

If you vote “yes,” the Board of Direc- Groups which passed resolutions in favor 

tors of this magazine will petition the re- of putting The Wisconsin Engineer on a 

gents this semester with your support to fee basis are the ALChE., AS.CE,, the 
back them up. Polygon Board, Pi Tau Sigma, Alpha Tau 

? . . Sigma, Eta Kappa Nu, Triangle, and 
Here is the plan and the necessity for it: Kappa Eta Kappa. Other groups who had 

The Wisconsin Engineer is not now not yet discussed the plan by press time, 

self-supporting. The chief reason is the but whose presidents are supporting the 

low number of student subscriptions. proposal are A.S.MLE., S.A.E., A.LE.E., 

Something must be done, for a good en- Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, the Mining 

gineering college magazine cannot exist Club, and Evans Professional Group. 

under these conditions. Published contin- . ‘ 
uously since 1896, this magazine is the These resolutions reflect the attitude of 

the third oldest engineering college maga- representative student groups towards the 

zine in the country. It represents the Col- proposal to include The Wisconsin Engi- 

lege of Engineering of the University of neer subscription in the university fees. 

Wisconsin in engineering and educational The engineers contacted felt it their duty 

circles. A good magazine is indicative of to support their magazine. Many who had 
a good college; certainly a progressive en- not gotten around to subscribing said they 

gineering college which places its gradu- would welcome the fee plan by which 

ates is not without its college publication. they could conveniently pay for subscrip- 
This magadine Bs at your disporel, pub: tions. Others felt it would be only fair to 

lished for you by your fellow students. Its a ee iss heed thelr oun Mt this 

articles, news items, and announcements wollege ————— ee 

are printed for your benefit. It can be a , 

link between you and your faculty, you So there’s the proposition. If you want 

and your college, you and the alumni, and to help your college and yourself, as well 

you and the engineering world. as receive a bigger and better magazine at 

The great majority of engineering col- less os vote “yes” in the impending ref- 

lege magazines are supported by a fee crencum. 

plan. Since all engineering students bene- Thank you for your attention. We hope 

fit by the existence of an engineering you enjoy the pages ahead. 

MAY, 1941 
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ly Blake Wheeler, 042 
@@ Be SHALL never rest content until the boundaries of The assembly committee on education has approved this 

I the campus have become the boundaries of the bill with relevant amendments. On the last day of April 
state.” This memorable statement was made by a hearing was held by the joint finance committee. Un- 

President Van Hise many years ago, but today it still rep- precedented action was taken at this meeting by Governor 
sents the University of Wisconsin’s concept of its work. Heil, when he appeared before the committee to appeal 
In education, scientific research, and public service the for the legislative appropriation, not as governor of the 
University has exhibited leadership, but at present this state but as a taxpayer and citizen. Governor Heil has 
leadership is seriously endangered by crowded conditions, recognized the needs of the state educational institutions 
outmoded equipment, and a limited budget. The caliber and is lending all his support to this project. 
of the staff is far above that of the conditions under which Although Dean F. Ellis Johnson and President Dykstra 
they have to work. With attention focused on industry a were present at the hearing, the board of regents have 
recognition of the importance of a complete and efficient taken the responsibility of presenting the university needs 
engineering school must come to the forefront, yet this to the legislature. One of the board devoted his entire school is one of those most sorely in need of greater facili- presentation to the engineering school. No action has, as 
ties. In addition to the obsolete equipment and crowded yet, been taken by the legislature as a body, but most ob- 
conditions the present engineering buildings are so widely servers seem optimistic about the outcome of this bill. 
scattered over the campus that students are frequently President Dykstra says, “The Engineering College has 
prohibited from taking desired courses because they can- long been in need of a new building, and now with Gov- 
not change classes in the allotted ten minutes. If Wis- ernor Heil’s support I really believe it is on the way.” 
consin is to maintain an engineering college among those The bil before the legislature provides only for the 
ranking at the top, means must be found for rectifying appropriation. This is all that at present is in a completed, these conditions. concrete form. Any details which may have been pub- : ; lished to date must be entirely tentative. The departments n : ~ cauamcaiia — | of the engineering school have turned in estimates of the il f “7 f } f — (~ 4 Cy] number of square feet of floor space necessary for the I] | ! 1 | | | | | | | [ | _ 4 needs of each. From these sketches have been made, but | Pid] | | | | | | Cy 4 ll they will not shape into reality unless the bill is passed. 

|| If Uf } | Jf 4 | ey F4 Foz3 IF As the consideration of a university rebuilding program A ————— EROTIC Ean | took shape the problem arose of where these buildings | ne ieteiie = = Rig mee ey || should be located. “Thix problem has been taken over by 
% | Ee s = | ray || a group of men on the third floor of the state office build- 

r | | | | | | | [5] E: | i , | ; uf ing, the state planning board. This board is at present 
4 ls ud ao el \ LI i z| working on a systematic planning of the future university 

eee SS x) sl building layout with the idea of centralizing the colleges 
_ - ee ee | as much as possible. As yet their work is not ready for | as a S publication, but regardless of what form the present re- 

These Engineering College plans of 1928 now abandoned pling vale | a the Engineering College will in the for one large unit. uture develop in the region of the Mechanical Engineer- 
ing building. This will provide not only for localization , Bill No. 555, A, introduced March 19 in the Assembly of the engineering school, but will also be within a reason- of the State of Wisconsin Legislature by the joint com- able distance from such science buildings as chemistry and 

mittee on finance, is the first step toward this rectification. Sterling hall. 
Quoting from this bill: “On July 1, 1941, $1,975,000 as a At one time the regents of the university made a tenta- : nonlapsible appropriation for fireproofing stairways and tive sketch of the engineering campus providing the por- corridors in Bascom hall, for the construction and equip- tion of Camp Randall north of Dayton street for new engi- ment of a dairy industry building, for the construction neering buildings. The athletic department has expanded and equipment of a short course building, for the con- northward until they now utilize the land to Johnson struction and equipment of the engineering buildings, for street so if engineering buildings were located on this equipment, safety devices, and utilities and for moving ground it would force them to find land elsewhere. The | equipment and remodeling buildings, and for expanding — planning board has therefore confined their proposals for | the facilities of the home economics and extension depart- the Engineering College expansion to the area bordering ments.” University avenue. 
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Sketch of Proposed New Engineering Building 

Of the $1,975,000 suggested appropriation somewhat priated, difficulty may be encountered at present in ob- 

over a million dollars are allotted to the engineering taining materials such as steel, due to government priority 

school, the largest portion of which is to be used for the orders. The actual construction of the building will take 

building. There may be individual buildings constructed at least a year. 

for the different engineering schools, such as chemical, The tentative plans for this proposed building include 

electrical, civil, etc., but the most logical consideration to total floor space enough for all departments, but definite 

date seems to be one large building which will house all space has not been designated. When the building mate- 

these departments. Roger Kirchhoff, state architect, has _ rializes into something more than a bill in the legislature, 

made a sketch of the proposed building as it will appear these details will be worked out for maximum utilization 

if it is placed where the Mining and Metallurgy building — of all facilities. 

now stands. To erect a building of this size in the space New equipment is necessary if the university is to carry 

west of the present Mechanical Engineering building would out its threefold obligations to the state. Motor-generator 

involve a topographical problem which would put the first units will be necessary for a power plant for the new build- 

floor so low in the ground that all it could be used for ing, and considera- 

would be storage. Proposals have been made for tearing [gRRaRmeNEN RE ee a tion has been given 

down the Mining and Metallurgy building or pouring a Qe ig al Bei) to the possibility of 

concrete slab under it and moving it to a new location, es See supplying the Me- 

thus making this spot available for the new structure. ms as Fes eth PSM chanical Engineer- 

The new building will have to be larger than the Me- ae eee ~ Ag ~ ing building from 

chanical Engineering building and will have harmonizing ,2g3 a SS the same plant. 

architecture. During the past year Mr. Kirchhoff has vis- ons cop : ea: Se Ba The bill provides 

ited similar buildings around the country, such as the oe att an m for moving equip- 

esse oo eS — i 
famed new technical school at Northwestern University. Pe ee ia ea am ment and for re- 

From these he has obtained ideas on how this building oo cea y Me s ee Ee modeling build. 

should be constructed. Since this is being built to provide sf . ‘ey ee us ® ings. Present plans 

space and convenient facilities for the most efficient in- a | ae a are for transferring 

struction of the engineering students and for research, the «© 0s er Pope te ee. the extension de- 

interior will be very plain, probably with very little plas- 4g el Se ee ots = department to what 

tering. A maximum of light, artificial as well as daylight, ' AES Sea et ~ oa is now the Chemi- 

will be provided for the rooms. Mr. Kirchhoff says, “This : - cal Engineer- 

building must be so constructed that if a steam main and ing building, thus making the entire Home Economics 

low. voltage power are desired on the fourth floor they building available for home economics. Vacating the old 

can be made available in a half day, and six months later electrical laboratory will make this building available to 

if they are not needed they may be removed with a mini- the College of Letters and Science and the School of Edu- 

mum of work.” cation. 

If less than the budgeted allotment is appropriated, The assumption cannot be made that these new build- 

quality will not be sacrificed in the building that is con- ings will become an actuality, but the engineering school 

structed. The structural work will be of steel and con- has reason to be more optimistic with regard to new facili- 

crete, which for the durability expected of an engineering ties than they have in many years. The passage of this bill 

building, must be of the best quality. The outside will be will be the first step out of the stalemate in which the state 

of brickwork or some kind of blocking. If money is oppro- building program has lain since the depression. 
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Adventure on the Dark Continent 

~ DIAMOND HUNTING IN AFRICA 

by Winfred C. Lefeure, c' 34 

Psst, me-o-ow, r-r-r-r, hist, crash, clackety, bang!!!!! My work in connection with the construction of new What in Hades was going on? Don’t think for a minute mines was extremely interesting and more than made up that I didn’t wake up in a split second and grab for the for the discomforts caused by the heat, rains, long hours, flashlight that was under my pillow. It was the only and the loneliness. The forty hour week is only a pleasant weapon besides my hunting knife that I had in my little day dream which will probably never come true for the tent in northeastern Angola. My light went on and flashed Portuguese colonials. An eleven hour day for six days and out into the clearing, while I scratched around for my 
knife which was still attached to the belt of my shorts a 
thrown carelessly over a camp chair. Suddenly the beam = < of light fell on two struggling animals and mirrored two 

3 pairs of vicious green eyes. The fighting ceased. One pair I s i A ( of eyes slipped silently away into the jungle. The owner Aa a SL a Hy r jh of the other pair backed snarling and spitting into the (\ My ae A\ tent, jumped up onto my bed and crouched down between SN \ WEA » my legs. I saw that it was Tom, my neighbor’s cat, who 4 < - S53, BF || S had dropped in for supper earlier in the evening and met ey = ZN i ~ with a lively adversary on his return home. What a lick- GA } tr ag — ing that wild cat would have handed him had I not so mo ga ki A = rudely interrupted by throwing both into the limelight! A oF C ee ane = I tucked my mosquito net under the mattress again, oe - \\ we heaved a tired sigh, and was about to settle down to pleas- a ~—e _ Sms —, ant dreams when close beside my cot I heard a rattle. ‘ Jerking bolt upright, I glared into the darkness and a half day on Sundays was considered a good week’s work saw Maugans, my native sentry, picking up my wash- regardless of the heat. For my part, I put in a long day stand, basin, and soap tray which had been upset in the surveying but being on my own and my own boss, I could rumpus. He blithe- arrange my day to suit the weather and the sun. After ly informed me that Aly Q 11:00 A.M. the heat waves became so bad that I had to a bush cat, out look- as) y & f drop triangulation work requiring high precision and do ing for his midnight SINS. | Za some “topog” or cross sectioning for the remainder of snack, had just paid . aN ¥ re) the day. Rainy days found me reducing notes, mapping, us a visit, and that Poa le Ne I [A or computing in my tent with my native boys smoking the it was all his fault | ae ea & es Xt world’s foulest-smelling tobacco in the sentry’s grass hut since he had fallen Hy ‘ill apse b si nearby. The main topics of the day were women, wages asleep and not kept yp" hae | ni ay Uf A and white men. They were usually broke and wanting to up the fire. So I | i ha | Wau tap me for a loan to buy a hat or a shirt or a pair of roundly cussed him e as awh $ shoes. Payday meant a big splurge buying clothes to ape out in English for “Si ean NTE the white man’s dress, and every day thereafter was a scaring the living matter of borrowing to tide them over ’til the next payday. daylights out of me and told him to get back to his two On my return here everyone asked me questions as wives and the camp fire... . Such was my introduction these: How do you mine diamonds? Do you pick them to camp life in tropical Africa. up off the ground? Where did they come from? How are Life in a tent was far from being comfortable with they deposited? etc., etc., etc. 
the sun beating directly down at noon and the sudden The origin of diamonds in Angola is probably the tropical downpours flooding you out in spite of storm same as that of the South African fields; that is, they trenches dug around the tent. Camping was OK but it were extruded from pipes similar to those at Kimberly. seemed far from being a romantic adventure when a fel- Then these extrusions were carried and washed by the low saw his last pair of dry shoes float out from under- great rivers of the geological ages which transported tre- neath the cot. mendous quantities of materials during times of flood. 
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Those rivers flowed in courses quite different from the ~ 

present African river system. Today the rivers and small ¢ WINFRED CORNELIUS LEFEVRE graduated in eivilvengy: 

5 . ‘ neering from the University of Wisconsin in June, 1934, and 

streams have cut across the deposits of the former rivers after a year of grad work in math and engineering accepted a 

and have redeposited that material in their valley bot- Professorship in Mathematics in Brussels, Belgium . . . taught a 

toms. It is there that one finds the diamond as well as Ye?" and then accepted a position as Civil Engineer with the Com- 

panhia de Diamantes de Angola Diamang-Dundo, Angola Portu- 

up on the terraces and valley walls. guese West Africa . . . among his numerous duties were surveying, 

Since the diamond in this area is usually found in beds construction, and maintenance of reads, water supply, and power 

of gravel just under the surface, open cut methods of facilities, operation and supervision of diamond mine and plant 

mining are used. Native laborers shovel back the over- structures: + & * he 'was oe of 165 white men in charge of 10,000 

native workers . . . married and has a son, John, 19 months .. . 

burden where the depth is not excessive. Mechanical returned to the States in February, 1941, and intends to stay here 

shovels open deep cuts and on hill sides where the over- + -- speaks and reads French and Portuguese . . . present address 

burden sometimes increases to great depths it is usually is Kankakee, Illinois . . . 

sluiced off into the exploited valleys. Depths up to ie — —— 

feet have been economically sluiced. there is little trouble in finding the sparkling diamond, 

After the removal of overburden, track is laid through for now there is an overall concentration of 1000 to 1 

the cuts and the gravel is shovelled into mine cars which and the haystack has been diminished to a mere forkful. 

are hooked onto a wire cable and hauled to the treatment The jig concentrates are handled and sealed by only 

plant. At the treatment plant the seemingly hopeless task one man, the mine operator, and he is held responsible 

of finding “the needle in the haystack” begins. Gravel for those concentrates until they are shipped into the 

containing but one-third of a carat per cubic meter will central picking station. At the picking station the con- 

pay costs of operation. centrates are reclassified and then pass over inclined 

The mine cars are dumped into feeders which regulate grease tables. The virgin diamond has a great affinity for 

the flow of material to the mills. Conveyor belts carry the grease or oil and adheres to the glassy smooth surface of 

gravel to the top of the plant where it is washed and sized the shining black grease. The attendant skims off the 

in a large screening trommel. The minus | inch goes to diamond with a spatula and scrapes it into a small tin. 

the pans where rotating silicon steel knives cause a crowd- When filled with all the similar sized stones from one 

ing action which could be called a slow centrifuge as the mine, this tin is immersed in boiling hot water. The grease 

heavy concentrate 
melts and floats off, leaving only the diamonds. These 

consisting of iron ofa after drying are washed with acid and classified in a small 

ore, diamonds, “WN hand shaker. The diamonds are then ready for weighing 

heavy quartz, etc., ar <eN and storing away in the vault. 

is tapped out of Ls f ey \ Sea The remarkable feature of the whole treatment process 

the pan and the Lee \y /7 is the fact that not a single human hand touches the gem 

light materials eee ke Cas Gy SP from the time it leaves the pit until it is ready to be 

called tailings are (Pai < \< Va 4 a weighed. There is an unwritten rule in the company that 

pushedan d A wiG 3 a f \ an employee is never to touch a stone. Losses of diamonds 

washed over a weir af Fy [7 Y 3 ‘ by theft are remarkably low. 

at the center. The a & PE v_ al a }} Nothing but diamonds and tailings slime leave the pick- , 

tailings enter a GAs OO aegsml SIRE ing station. The tailings are ground to powder by a large 

second pan to be ball mill. Any diamonds which might have been lost in 

retreated. This treatment process is 982% efficient and the tailings are screened out at the ball mill discharge, for 

the concentration is about 100 to 1; that is, for every 100 due to their hardness they remain unharmed. 

cubic meters of charged material there remains but one The treatment process outlined in the foregoing para- 

cubic meter of concentrate. graphs is in detail a bit more complex as different types 

The pan concentrate flows to a classifying trommel of gravel present many problems. However, I would not 

which separates it into four sizes: the minus one milli. advise any young graduate engineers to tackle those or 

meter which goes to waste after passing through a hydrau- any other foreign problems until the international situa- 

lic classifier to prevent losses, a minus 24% millimeter, a tion has cleared up. But after World War II has blown 

minus 5 millimeter, and the minus one inch. This break- itself to bits, the world will look to the United States for 

down of the pan concentrate is necessary to permit jig- leadership, and it will be up to us young Americans to 

ging. The jig concentrate is about 10 to 1 and in that give it in all fields and professions. 
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Let’s Talk Man to Man... 
ry M. _ e 2° - lhe New Subseription Plan 

By L. F. Van Hagan, Professor of Railroad Engineering, ’04 

HE REGENTS of the university will soon be asked COLLEGE MAGAZINES, ASSOCIATED, a national T to approve a plan whereby each engineering stu- organization composed of the country’s leading student dent will pay a fee which will be allocated to the engineering magazines, our publication meets keen com- support of the WISCONSIN ENGINEER. The backers Petition in securing advertising contracts through this of this plan feel that it is desirable to approach the re- medium. We want to continue to be represented. in this gents knowing that they have the support of both the en- group of top-notch magazines; to do so, our publication gineering faculty and student body. The faculty has al- must receive fee-subscription support similar to competing ready gone on record as favoring the magazines. Nothing else will satisfy Wis- plan. The next step is to hold a referen- SS consin ambitions. dum of the engineering student body. Le Ea A good magazine cannot be published This will be done as promptly as possible pe with inadequate funds. Before the de- so that the plan, if approved, may be put ; L. pression, the WISCONSIN ENGINEER into effect next fall. The purpose of this . an had a budget of $4,000, all of which went article is to explain the situation to those iw into the magazine. Student subscriptions who will be called upon to express their gf r 2 ran well over 50 per cent on a voluntary opinions in the referendum. 25 wee basis; faculty subscriptions were close to The WISCONSIN ENGINEER, one = Tens! t2 100 per cent; and alumni subscribers out- of the oldest student activities on this Up ms i numbered student subscribers. The strong campus and dating back to 1896, has been UD ay subscription support made the magazine published under the same name and with- Z attractive to both local and national ad- out interruption until the Present time. vertisers. That is the status we desire to This is a record matched by few of the . win back. : . ‘ Since 1896 , . 
student engineering magazines of the The persons directly responsible for country and one which should not a the publication of the WISCON.- be tossed aside without better rea- »/ SIN ENGINEER teceive no re- sons than exist at this crisis. The 

muneration of any kind for their magazine is an asset to the college. ie services. From the time classes be- The fact that our engineering le Ba Ky gin in September until they end in students publish a monthly maga- - June, the staff members carry a zine indicates that they have that / \ 7 load of responsibility. Every stu- abundance of energy and vitality | q dent has a real stake in this maga- that is at a premium in mundane Foca \ (Wwe zine, for it is contributing to the affairs. So long as the engineer- i ¢ ee) reputation of the college—a repu- ing students of Wisconsin give Ao UTA tation to which most of them will evidence of having force and abil- Lf owe their first jobs. Therefore, the ity, the college will be healthy and Ce / staff members deserve the gener- vigorous — an attractive place in Oe —_— ous support of the entire college. which to study and work. To aban- 
It is conceivable that a student don the publication of this maga- Known from Coast to Coast may be opposed to the fee plan. zine would be a step in the wrong direction. The opinion Each man is entitled to his opinion. It is the sincere hope of the faculty and of the leaders among the student body of the friends of this magazine, however, that no man will is definite on this point. vote unfavorably on the plan. Failure of the plan to carry “Do well whatever you undertake” is a motto which will mean that the WISCONSIN ENGINEER must con- engineers are trained to respect, and one which the fac- tinue to operate under conditions that make the publica- ulty and students of this college cannot ignore in consid- tion of an adequate magazine difficult to the point of im- ering plans for the future of the WISCONSIN ENGI. possibility. A good magazine that has the cordial support NEER. The magazine must be respected by all who are of the student body will be an asset to the college. A poor in a position to compare it with other student publica- magazine that lacks student support can scarcely find jus- tions in its class. Being a member of ENGINEERING tification for being. 
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: ee ee ea ae all 

ODERN science has con- eo cS : 
M tributed inestimably to the ——_ me <e a ve ; a 

happiness and convenience (Gecmany & + ee ‘’ 

of men but it has also brought Ral Pea i i 

some amazing new problems, me . ip oi bi) fe 

among which not the least are hed ens oa Ae, ny el va Daas 

those that result from the impact 2 | aaa M6 bt a * 

of world events upon the indi- ea gf Sa oe : 

vidual. At times we are fasci- x as rae c 

nated, spellbound by the news ; r A Ver Pr: 

that streams in upon us over the ak. ea ae x 

radio; again we are made to feel ea 

helpless, small and confused. At nS Area 

the same time that we are sur- : . a e is 

feited with horror and thereby ; he 

tend to lose our sense of compas- 
: 

sion, we listen to billion dollar 
: i 

budgets and lose our sense of Na ‘ ae 

proportion in the small affairs of q PY ¢ ra 

our everyday lives. With all the ‘ . 

news of the present world crisis, we ll Pe 

it is time for the individual man [J eC ee ss 

bilities and the opportunities they Fr a . : 

offer him to make his own con- . _— ~~ 2... 

tribution to solving the world’s [agg ss oe Sy 

ills. Happily, in a college of en- geipiccsticsieiss mci vege cote crear 

§ § euney .. tees vise 
dents may be stimulated by a tiaalia “ 

sense of the importance of the 
things they can do, The growing 

insistence of both industry and 9 

the federal services for more and T O DAY 8 TU RM O IL 

more trained engineers verifies 

the authoritative estimates that the need for such men is make sure that within the sphere of our personal influence 

quadruple the supply. At least one Canadian college of democracy be practiced and freedom be put to noblest 

engineering has found it advisable to graduate its June uses. In simple words, this means that as at the close of 

class in March, and an important college in the United one year we organize for the next we should do so with 

States is now advertising the possibility of completing its care and resolution. 

four years training in three years by continuous attend- The activities of our engineering societies and our Wis- 

ance. Such pressure should give us both pause and poise. consin Engineer should reflect by their character and dig- 

We should all cooperate to maintain our standards of _ nity the acknowledged importance of the engineering pro- 

instruction; we should not gain speed of learning by sac- fession these days. Next year every student should feel 

rifice of essential material or drill but rather by most care- his responsibility to contribute some of his time and inter- 

ful revision and improvements of methods. Great as the est to make them successful. 

current emergency is, we must at all times remember that Personally, Nazism challenges the individual. A proper 

we are preparing for the long constructive years of peace response can be emphasis upon the refinement of the indi- 

as well. This means, of course, that we must not cater to vidual. Therefore as civilian engineers let us permit no 

immediate demands for specialists in narrow fields at the military smartness of uniform to exceed the smartness of 

expense of that fundamental training which will guarantee our personal appearance. Let no military salute rival the 

the usefulness, possible accomplishments, and happiness gentle thoughtfulness of real courtesy. And, in essence, 

of the student in the future. The exigencies of the times, Jet us learn to prove effectively that no efficiency can ap- 

while tending to motivate students to get results, should proach the efficiency of free men working one for all and 

also because of the very character of the world’s emer- all for one. 

gency cause us to be more interested than ever in how we 

get results. Both instructors and students should feel the 

challenge to all that is best within them. If our fight is to b J 

preserve the ideals of democracy and freedom we should 
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by Robert G, Holtz, e'o 
Fellow in Electrical Engineering 

HE RADIO broadcasting industry is in the midst quency. The amount by which the frequency of the radio 
T of a period of technical modernization involving signal shifts depends upon the strength of the transmitted 

changes as revolutionary as the changes in Henry _ intelligence, and the number of times the frequency swings 
Ford’s automobile when he first introduced the V8 engine back and forth per second depends upon the frequency of 
in 1932. It is not happening so rapidly that your radio the transmitted intelligence. 
will become obsolete overnight, but the next time you in- At first glance it may seem a little complicated, but it is 
vest in a good broadcast receiver for your home you will as simple as this: a radio wave has two qualities which we 
want to consider whether this new principle in broadcast- associate with it; it has amplitude or strength, and it has 
ing, this frequency modulation as it is called, should be frequency or rate of change of amplitude with respect to 
investigated. time. Now where in the past the intelligence has been in- 

In order to do this with any degree of intelligence you troduced into the radio wave by varying its amplitude, in must know at least the What, the How, the Why, the the new system the intelligence is introduced into the 
When, and the Where of this recently applied develop- radio wave by varying its frequency. Hence the name: ment. Radio has been running along in a satisfactory frequency modulation. . manner for the last fifteen years, but it is only satisfactory Consider a ‘sonerete example: at the present ‘me the because nothing better has been introduced. Let this arti. University’s station WHA operates om an assigned fe: cle, in terms as strong as the printed word can convey, quency of 970 kilocycles which is kept fixed at this value introduce you to a new kind of broadcasting; a static-free, within very narrow limits. WHA has 2, power output of high fidelity, technically simpler kind of broadcasting. 9000 watts, but when someone speaks into the studio mice rophone the power increases by an amount depending 
wert is frequency modulation? It is a radically dif- upon the strength of the speaker’s voice. The power may 

ferent method of introducing intelligence into a increase to as much as four times the normal value and 
radio signal. At present, with the so-called amplitude then decrease to zero and back to normal. The power or 
modulation, the strength of the radio signal is varied strength of the signal will vary this way at a rate depend- 
according to the strength of the intelligence to be trans- ing upon the frequency of the sound which is spoken into mitted and at a rate equal to the frequency of the intelli- the microphone. If a pure tone of 400 cycles per second gence to be transmitted. In frequency modulation the is whistled into the microphone, then the station’s power strength of the radio signal is kept constant, and its fre- will increase above normal, drop an equal amount below quency is varied back and forth about some mean fre- normal, and return to the normal value; and will be re- 

peated 400 times per second. Con- 

sider now what would happen if 
7 a --A~~ 27 \ | WHA were a frequency modu- 

| / [| ‘A~ See f (\~ <T]) [} | lated station. The frequency 
wawa VS 2p would be assigned as before at 

K | \ Je —s J J \L- ay } say 970 kilocycles but it would 
K)) Me" ste _ not remain fixed at this value. 
K\ 

The power output would again 
\/ 

be assigned at say 5000 watts, and Wy An as ini Modulated ee (ee t this would not vary at all. If a i) Sideband Relations pure tone of 400 cycles per sec- 
Sees ond is whistled into the micro- 

phone as before, the power would 
Hf | | il | (| / | | NAA Hill HAA remain at 5000 watts; but the fre- 

quency would change from 970 
\| \} I |] 1 \/ VA Wy \/ kilocycles to some value above 
KN) 

this, back to 970, down an equal 
K\ 

amount below this, and back to W deviation 970. This would be repeated 400 ) The Are gH Madidlatind 1 | ‘ times per second. If the whistling 
\) Sijewany Reins was twice as loud the frequency 

ee would swing twice as far above 
and below the assigned value of 
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h Pea 
1 AR 

Doe a his transmitter a part of the output of the oscillator is 

1 amplitude modulated and then recombined with the rest 

A W : of the output to produce a type of frequency modulation. 

at a 3 As far as a receiver is concerned, it is exactly the same 

{ hs S = 1, sort of wave, but it is produced differently. 

ce  @ on To receive a frequency modulated signal with any de- 

y i gree of satisfaction a special receiver is needed though an 

4 &, ordinary receiver will give some results. The new receiver 

We y will have just one major change: just before the second 

—. | a detector there will be inserted what is commonly called a 

ee be discriminator, a device which converts frequency changes 

. iw ~~ into amplitude changes. Several other minor changes must 

Bek f af also be incorporated in the receiver for best results. The 

; —— iA bandwidth of the intermediate amplifier stages must be 

" he i 4 much wider, actually about 150 kilocycles wide; the qual- 

: sf = - Wa | | | ity of the audio system must be better, extending from 56 

oe 4 ee ! Rue ota at to 13000 cycles; and one of the intermediate frequency 

ee ‘2 spate! Po - ; 6 amplifier stages must operate in a saturated state in order 

a Gua : to effectively eliminate noise components picked up by the 

ie " ’ q receiver. 

By ? i oy: 
Ro wat e ee sy e WwW” was frequency modulation introduced? This 

pra gy ; Pl ee s a i | may be summed up very briefly by stating that a fre- 

ey ‘ ce . pe eee / j quency modulation system of transmitting intelligence has 

oh a ce ee Ny E ee A noise discriminating characteristics not found in the pres- 

Se yal eS I ; ent system of broadcasting. As a matter of fact before 

ae a : i A cy lke, = mi ee this characteristic was recognized, as it was by Armstrong in 

a ao the early 1930's, this method of broadcasting was investi- 

ae _ gated and analyzed by various men in the field and was 

‘ condemned as having “definite disadvantages with no com- 

: "ss pensating advantages whatever.” It is true the system has 

Courtesy General Electric Co. some disadvantages, the most serious of which is the fact 

Receiving an FM transmission through electrical interference that a frequency modulated signal occupies a much larger 

part of the already crowded frequency spectrum than an 

. amplitude modulated signal. However, the advantages 

970 kilocycles. So much for what frequency modula- more than compensate: for disadvantages: 

tion Is. 
Furthermore, provisions were made to multiplex two 

Hoe” is frequency modulation produced and received? forms of intelligence on the same radio wave. For exam- 

Actually the transmitter for frequency modulation ple, it will be possible to transmit pictures and printed 

consists of less costly and less complicated equipment than matter along with the regular sound, channel, using but a 

is used in an amplitude modulation transmitter of the single transmitter to do so. Along with its remarkable 

same power. For a simple but not very satisfactory scheme, noise discriminating characteristics, frequency modulation 

connect a condenser microphone across the tuned circuit may be credited with being able to eliminate almost com- 

in the transmitter’s oscillator. Then, as the micro- pletely objectionable interference from other stations on 

phone is spoken into its capacity changes, and when the the same or nearby channels. 

capacity in the tuned circuit of an oscillator varies its fre- . , 

quency varies. A refined extension of this system is em- WHEN the principles of frequency modulation Wers 

ployed in one of the common practical methods of pro- first introduced, there was no indication of what the 

ducing frequency modulation. Instead of connecting the future held in store for them. The initial application came 

microphone across the oscillator’s tuned circuit a vacuum in the old time Poulsen arc generators which were used to 

tube is connected across it. The tube is so operated that send code signals across the Atlantic in radio’s early days. 

it acts like a condenser, and if the microphone is con- The advent of the vacuum tube brought the Poulsen arc 

nected to the tube it will vary the amount of capacity to an abrupt end, and so ended this first application of 

which the tube puts across the tuned circuit. The amount frequency modulation. 

that the capacity varies depends upon how loudly the The literature records no further practical application 

microphone is spoken into. of frequency modulation until the early 1930’s when Major 

Another common method commercially employed to Edward Armstrong began his work applying frequency 

produce frequency modulation is due to Major Edward modulation to radio broadcasting. He recognized what 

Armstrong, and it makes use of a different principle. In (continued on page 27) 
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hy L. E. Galh, Satesman-Engineer 

E ALL have to try our hand at selling whether we 7 ___ = 
W are salesmen or not. We have to sell somebody on Sa c 

the idea of giving us a chance at some job. We ° co 7) we%r poe aaa 
have probably sold some girl on the idea of going to a al poet ei a va wa 
dance or social affair. So, as we go through life, we have It takes CF ag WU 730) ae rt . . ‘ an engineer age: fo, Sgeteeton yh to do a certain amount of selling. fect aa pi fechl ie 

If you are studying engineering and expect to graduate engineering equipment | amma 9 Seti oo 
this year, you will have to sell somebody on giving you a a a a 
job. On the job, you will have to sell somebody on your ° oe i nee 
ideas and way of doing things. We can make our work | 
easier and progress faster if we will take some time to —_-—— 
study some of the facts about selling. . : 

Salesmanship, like engineering, is a science because it b. An Intelligent Presentation 
requires the organization of facts, ideas, and other infor- (1) The Need. (you may have to sell the cus- ar : 2 pl hat it: can be presented tomer the idea that he needs your product) pnwOmanto! @ Systemauc ‘Plad so: Enat P : (2) The Thing to fill the need (your product in an interesting manner to the prospect. However, unlike does the job) 
engineering, it is not an exact science, because you are (3) The Source (your store or your company 
dealing with the human element with all its variations. is the place to buy) 
You may be the best salesman in the world and have a (4) The Price (the customer must agree the 
chance to work on the most likely prospect in the world, price is satisfactory) . . 

d still nnot tell in advance how much of a sale (5) The Time (now is the time to buy it) 
and still you ca : 

ill “ri ” or whether, indeed, any sale at all will c. Direct Effort to Close 
you will “ring up” o 5 > any . 
reward you for your efforts. Although salesmanship is not (1) —— ppaxtion Meciod (do You. ‘wane an exact science, there is no reason why you cannot bor- mS eeslee ofcthersma sizes) 5 . of (2) Summary Method (summarize the strong row the methods of science to increase your sales ability. selling points of your product and ask for 
Modern sales methods show that you can develop a for- the order) 
mula that will give you better results than a “hit-and- As this engineer-salesman becomes more experienced, onl method, pe mis formula will aoe — wee, he he will learn some of the elements of showmanship to get ecause we are dealing with human nature, and we talk to attention and to prove his points. The longer he works a different type every time. If a scientific, well-planned 4, selling and tries the various methods, the more he will approach helps you to Pub ackoss:a. particular type of sale realize the importance of using the right words—especial- seven times our of ten instead of three times out of ten ly in the approach. Elmer Wheeler, founder of the Tested 
with the “hit-and-miss” plan, isn’t it just good sense to Selling Institute and author of “Tested Selling Sen- 
use fe scientific method? fated de : i tences,” says that the first ten words are worth more than 

an engineer were put behind the counter in an appli- the next 10,000, and he has demonstrated many times over ance istore with the assignment fo sell particular appli- the magic that lies in the right words at chs, Hel time. ances, and if he were a good engineer and used his early Just what the right words are, you will have to find out training, I believe he would go about it like this: for yourself by making a systematic and patient effort to this: 
uncover them. When you find the right words that click 1. He would first gather all the information he with you, you can use them in many presentations with lit- could about the appliance; he would find out how eupadtaciar. 

it works; what it is supposed to do; what the ad- 
vantages and benefits are to the buyer; how it com- Salesmanship is not confined only to the selling of a pares with other appliances in the same competing product or of a service. Its scope is much broader as it ge ee other words, he would know his mer- enters every phase of life. Examples of men who achieved 

2. He would work out a sales talk covering these im- success by applying the principles of salesmanship are portant points: Walter Chrysler, Henry Ford, Charles Schwab, C. E. Wil- a. Tactful Approach. son, president of General Electric Co., Fred Zimmer-. (1) Advanced information regarding the pros- man, secretary of state of the state of Wisconsin, and pective purchaser : many others. These learned the art of presenting their (2) Use the User’ or sell satisfied customers product or proposition in a simple, forceful, and interest- additional equipment : ; = 8 3 (3) “Over-the-Counter” Selling — spectacular ing manner. An engineer is required constantly to explain demonstration and tactful mention of ad- his plans to others, and a knowledge of salesmanship will 
ditional items certainly be of inestimable value to him. 
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City of Midland 41 
New Two Million Dollar Super Carferry 

by Al Loeffler, me AZ 

EPRESENTATIVE of the most up-to-the-minute spaced 18 inches between centers. The remainder of the 

R marine engineering and the very latest improve- hull is covered with five-eighths inch plate, ribs 24 inches 

ments in nautical design, the new two million dollar between centers. Besides that, the hull is subdivided into 

“City of Midland” is acclaimed to be the most modern 10 watertight compartments, an entirely new practice in 

carferry on the Great Lakes. Steaming as flagship of the carferry construction. Approximately 6,000,000 pounds of 

Pere Marquette Railway Company’s carferry fleet, she steel, 700,000 rivets, 25 miles of electric wire, 450 light 

will extend freight, auto, and passenger service across one fixtures, about two miles of piping, and 6,800 feet of rail 

of the busiest traffic lanes in the country—Lake Michigan. all helped to create this lake giant of 3,969 gross tons and 

Built in Wisconsin by the Manitowoc Shipbuilding Com- a displacement of 8,200 tons. 

pany, the “City of Midland” slid broadside down the Buried beneath rows of loaded freight cars lies the pow- 

greased launching ways last September 18, just six months erful heart of this year-round servant—the twin screw 
after her keel had been laid. She left Manitowoc on her uain engines built by the Skinner Engine Company of 

maiden voyage March 12, and will be later assigned to the Erie, Pennsylvania. Designed to operate on 325 pounds 

Manitowoc to Ludington, Michigan, route, destined to (continued on page 28) 

travel 100,000 miles a year. 

The distinctive feature of all || 

carferries similar to the “City of 

Midland” is the manner of carry- C cee : 

ing their cargo—not crated freight a ee ie Si ee a soe e oe 

—but regular rolling stock of any ; : : oo ae 8 eae ee a : 

standard gauge railroad. When i a ot ee ye 

” is locked onto a_ ship-to- i 2 S a7 “ o is a ae a Oe - | ron” is locke P- — | . a j nnn a 

shore, counterbalanced “slip.” pee _ ae oo a — i 

Railroad cars are then rolled onto pee A Aen —— i ee 8 [ 

the boat through the vessel’s open A ‘i — * i ie 

stern, and distributed over the ae ps : 4 
| a 

four tracks mounted on an en- ! eee 

closed deck extending over the en- |p See eee ene a sec ieee aa eaeEee a 

tire horizontal section of the ship. . ae eat oe Sree Vea Toe en . 

The “City of Midland” can carry : oe ee aoe 

34 loaded cars, as well as accom- Pilla 

modate 375 passengers and 50 

tourists’ automobiles carried on a [BRS ccm : 

separate auto deck. Incidentally, ae os i 

the Manitowoc-Ludington crossing i ar : Lo ¥ | 7 ; \ . 

spans the gap in U. S. highway 10 ae ee — VIR 

across Lake Michigan. be RY iti Bik oa oo Ba Vel - 

One special feature used in the i — | ba - oy : a ie m a 2 y a fle a4 ny fis 

construction of the 406 foot hull pea _ — | "i ap nmesennes 

is the reinforced double bottom : — <f 4 . 

built extra rugged to enable the a 

“City of Midland” to smash her 7 OM? 2 “hate 

way through ice for year round on ee CE Z 

traffic. The bow is plated with one = “4 KZa= 

and one-quarter inch steel with swags : * a i 2, re = = ay $ 

ribs of extremely heavy section ee ie eo on — en 

Beri eine ie ceckccce co esinauliiieenisenes aenemnson ee 
the “City of Midland.” Right: A per- 

fect broadside launching. Cuts Courtesy “Keel Block” 
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a my aN seve eA 
(RX \GO-FT No heft Torns NE 
eS YE rare} Here / v } > 5A) > 5 fem, FA a , fh EX, fs) \Lt SS ae af yeh tee eS) Gy Ind NT AXE, >) Pe t 3 we \ cA [a May ee | eR, Mee Wa) SIN (ON a <n ars Vee, VP @Skoa/) ( 43 A (| | SS Shy are WW INSs | Ky ‘ | |) RRegpa SSE We 6 AT lM <b » wu ee AT) MPD (GF Qwey | / SeN ATA HI I] ME PTL Uff EW’ if) ||P Lye & \ or 

4 RO VP —itis Ss Oe Chem la... and Kahlenberg... hop 
) Bod he will live forever with us... woe i f* Orientation weeh ... green... timid freshmen... how to the man who fell asleep in lec- pb sweet and innocent we were... TUTE... « eM 

| Ue (" 
qe | 

FAL ar PSE SCOT ETT Noel 
i MV Fi i Huy) seers : a SS Stick ... stuck . i “7H | i HA S\N o fC \ yi ... and all the j i Ele fi NET Thay, i N a ee y was five feet off i =) 4 1//] Aa : RC SM; _ -.. and not AEA A Nh h WS | We hn fT CINE ( Wi) LER: EOFs ay! NN , Westie — 

A <4 D> Sires Ses ) ae BARS WG Fraternity initiations... hell 
i l | y f/ fe Ok SL _ we NS SS Sy week left a hell of a weak waa Uy S e ae Ya NS week left a hell of a week yp if MO _| iz \ (ee =f WD ama SY yoy — aS ae % end... we groaned but we Jy ©) me A AM Sed et, loved it... 

Mechanics under Wendt and Co... . that’s what U liked about 
the course... it was so concrete... . . . 

and in closing, may I say... ju 

“SE had no shoes and I whimpered, , 

ee and then the highly successiul Ex- Until I saw a man who had no feet. PIPE. Down? SHUT UP pos under Albers and Erickson .. . we 5 
pone As oa wie] even forgot about school those week- I don’t know who wrote the above — v fa P & “ (ea SES ends... how we worked... and how quotation but to me it has always been a 

f Sf wie: banned « » source of spiritual inspiration, especially 
PSATLe] Bea ae R at times when it seemed as if the whole 
aera BS ie r-F] | LN OZ world had united for the sole purpose 

pi i) | Rees T | & 7 fas” of tormenting me ... but it does seem eh RRA Spent Ss ie (@ Peo vr e dy = \ i) a, strange that some of us who moan and 
IF AN enainetel eA é A (ee re) \ We QRS gtipe and rant all the time over such in- 
ROOMED With | We | J i | } al Cy | ) significant things never stop to realize 

© EAWIER setemay a / I \ /) WW H ° if that in spite of temporary setbacks, in The St. Pat parade of 38... alu ome- ee) YY iA i rr spite of our present failures and disap- lette and pickled fruit... those were i es, ee, i | : the das = Ea SS _tedS E pointments, at least we have two hands 
that can work . . . and two feet that can 
walk . . . and two eyes that can see... 
and a mind that can think .. . and with 
these faculties at our command . . . how a ESE Yi AN fortunate we really are... = ~ > \ . “aN ire 

:. & . NuTHiet Tove Sa \. i \\ We this is the last column I shall write as THA (% JP AK MM ss So G MP S36 NO As | Lic waters rears its an undergrad and I want to say a great KA fh 2 fy offer .| shapely forms . . . and many things . . . I want this page to stir i) q \\ 2) NTT LW Wry Shales so the plane table farm ° : so AN fe NN Phe | Add to go. 2. Bat any up memories for the seniors . . . expec- 
frien, {- (oe MNCS) jee “t--| engineers still do their tations for the younger men... and a i (Coe = SNE NM Ye . neat gees j aa we so Wee (234) (ae )(=b. Ns Liga surveying around deep sense of humility in all of us... I yy NA Fe there... y Jus 
a heath gid Md SS inn : want to express my appreciation to 

_— yor’ those individuals who bore the brunt of i 
our inane jests . . . those students and 
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. Ih <a BR en Seem i a Sa TEGO FORE 
A att | Farin HT Fs HER TT rr 

Nags A” fas | is lee ay; Nite ree eenr-[] ‘oF ! Poe 
a En | a bBeA S| ¥ 1 ; {> iia , 

F ————— wpe io She We 

| (Qa os a eed ffl 
nS i a —_ oA sah, PO 5 

7 ae Te bo aee ~aag lt 
Fe ANS eee MARA fer 

Vy, nh Studying blissfully on the shores 

) of Mendota . . . or six serene weeks The miners invade Shillsbere ... ah... those lucky high A y \ } at Devils Lake... school wirls 

© Qi m 

4 @ { “ S LN x 

509 eos 5 / Hue ct te 45 
S 8 | (ees MeL ut We sy : 

you see me now ee fran - " Le ie - i . 

surveying ...1 ; 5? eo SL! " ‘4A 

first level line er Ti 4 <a) Mm i i ie 
atme... \ A weg BD. Junior and Senior trips... vf bE 

i}. Noe O te Chicago and all points un- ‘{cuicago__] 

PICTON RY a der... the table... many “Tal [al 

ss s ‘ —_ a an engineer was dimmed i Kh 
Wrestling a Sena ea 4 KN by the bright lights of sn f 

e were aren tossed for a es a» & State Street... Gp 

Holsmer gf 

° . =~) 
ge WW 

bit of homely philosophy cee ES ge Contracts and Specs... and a bit 
. . _AB ay « of human engineering... and a 

culty members alike who smiled and MOE =x (fh grand old man... Daniel W. 

ok it all with a grain of salt .. . you’ve * an : ¥: Meas * 
a NER 

aintained my faith in human nature... a a Dt VX % 
y fag hn D HOW DO YOU SPELL 

when I was a member of the Junior \"xK Na Al Sy “y CONS TRUX SHUN ? 

)ptimist in Milwaukee ’way back when, di 9 we \ es \ G en 

e recited a creed which ended thus: reas a Qa o : od 

66 muscles are required to produce a cs \ } ee Ces 

‘own; only 16 to smile, so wear a smile CoN . _. AE ~ Se OV ss 

nd save the difference” . . . when I sme ~~ ope i 

yok over the page last year, I expressed S-when Se 85, de Whetncarthecsclce! / Sv ae 
: ~.. and when in 3d, the Engineering school moved out Ni 

1e hope aati might be able to develop to the Sticks ... oh how the Langdonites griped . . . £ 
1e human side of our engineering edu- 
ation . . . to bring to light the more 
umorous aspects of our academic exist- 

nce... 1 wanted you to smile .. . well, b 
, : . 5 Hh d | 

nce in a while . . . just so you don’t oe oo g ie. eh 

orget that there still are things on this xe FR) gia} \ / X 4 

arth worth smiling at .. . you know to Be AA \ Vid V @ EN 

mile is the easiest thing in the world... ? tT Z| gf Wr i wh | 

nd sometimes it means so much .. . to A Ri Bp et | ff ham Wipe rf | 

lof us... AR A A = NE | S Sy g/ 
ath AB Tf yy) ( | j 2 

. ke] T <All Yel ra / ) &y om i 

and so, I hope you’ve enjoyed and i tt 7 ® if o@) l | \ 

enefited by reading our conglomera- fj = an & Lj ———— d | 
. \ See a = 4 ion of “cartoons, used humor, and flag- 4 | == wpe, <—— S (\ ~~ al 

ant distortion of the King’s English”... ge — 
i Prof Cottingham, Red 

nd i. good bye a a 7 luck That good old reirigeration test... and the S.&G. lab... Wailer, dnd R. Re Ben 
to all... —wNathan Itzkowitz and S.&G.... ugh... ugh... edict are blessed... 
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by Bok Short, met’h2 

NE of the odd abilities of man which has been an The ideal continuous chip forms if we cut ductile, crys- 
O important factor in the development of our civili- talline material. Plastic flow takes place along planes of 

zation has been his ability to make use of things easy crystallographic slip. A comparatively large defor- 
without a complete understanding of how these things mation is permitted without rupture. With some materials, 
work. So it has been with the cutting of metal. During however, a continued motion in one plane causes an in- 
the past hundred years or so, man has learned the use of creasing opposition to this motion producing what is 
cutting tools without knowing exactly how they work. known as work hardening. If the increasing opposition in 
Much has been learned about cutting speeds and rates of _ one plane causes a transfer of the stresses to the adjacent 
feed, but in order to meet the demands of production for planes, as in the case under consideration, the successive 
a finer quality of finish, it has become necessary to become planes yield as the work advances and the chip is gradual- 

better acquainted with what actually happens during cut- ly forced upward out of the path of the tool. 

ting. . 
In spite of many investigations, there are still some er- 

roneous ideas held of what happens during cutting. Prob- 

ably the most common of these is the comparison of the 

tool action to the action of a hatchet splitting a piece of Tool Foce 

wood. This theory says that the metal splits off ahead of 

the tool point in the same manner that a chip of wood 

splits off ahead of the hatchet. This explanation is often 

used to account for the wear on the tool face some dis- 

tance behind the cutting edge. 

If paraffin is cut with a metal tool it increases in opacity 

in that portion which is stressed by the pressure of the hi) Wee 
tool. Two fundamental things happen: first, there isa Fig. 1—Sketch of ordinary tool action 
compression of the material at the tool point accompanied 

by a flow of the material up the face of the tool; second, In actual practice the so-called ideal chip is seldom pro- 
there is either a rupture or a plastic flow of the material in duced. The high friction between the compressed. layer 
a direction perpendicular to the face of the tool. It is this and the tool face, together with the high temperatures and 

rupture or plastic flow which determines the type of chip pressures and the natural tendency for metals to seize, 
formed during machining. Rupture occurs in the case of causes a part of this layer to adhere to the tool face, 
brittle materials, forming a so-called discontinuous chip. forming a built-up edge. This portion of the material, 

The whole compressed section breaks off when the rup- adhering to the tool face, is still continuous with the work- 
ture occurs. Plastic flow occurs with ductile materials piece, and as the work advances, the amount of material 

forming a continuous chip. This type of chip has a fairly sticking to the tool increases. Finally the edge is built up 
uniform structure, depending upon the machining condi- to such an extent that it becomes unstable and breaks off. 
tions. As pieces of the edges are torn off they escape, part with 

It has been found that there are two kinds of continu- the chip and part with the workpiece. It is these frag- 
ous chips, one which has a compressed layer of continu- ments on the surface of the work which causes the “rough- 
ously escaping material next to the face of the tool, the ness” of a machined surface. Fig. 2 shows a machined sur- 
other having a “built-up edge” on the face of the tool. face with roughness caused by the adhering fragments 

. oS ( ee 7 Cs” aia iia 
Be a oR ar i Oe 

= Al ae a! UP 
re ee nti ey al lke 
— I AA COOTER, 2 / Lie DOT 3 

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Roughness caused by built-up edge Ordinary ground surface Superfinished surface Metallographic surface 
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torn from a built-up edge. Fig. 1 is a sketch of the tool e 

and chip showing the built-up edge and the pieces torn Louis Q. Kahlenberg 

from it as the work advances. 

The purpose of fluids used in cutting is to reduce the a rehai = H . 

adhesion between the chip and the cutting tool. There is | q 3 ~ses 
a clear distinction between the action of these fluids and = 5 ye ; 

the action of lubricants. In lubrication the opposing sur- 2 oe rh. -3 a pe ee 3 § 

faces are kept from rubbing by oil films produced between . a | rk it - A BR a “eo { 

them. In cutting, the temperatures and pressures are so poe Rod: , teers oy ES. 

high that it is physically impossible to produce such films. =< ae ae te dl! : 

It has been found that the action of the cutting fluid is to aa ef a S | bee, nr) el 4 5 

produce a layer of low shear strength material between the ba . ae Q a & “us Po ae rs A 

face of the tool and the chip. Also, agents which have a ae ST en ; sp 

proved to be most effective as cutting fluids are those ea oa = ier: +5: | Ps “4 4 

which are very unsatisfactory as bearing lubricants. In iy A 2 - 4 t es % 

cases where the action of the cutting fluid is very effective, oe 4 4 Se Shs Germ 

it has been possible to identify the compound formed by a a Ly ; cern 

such action. Carbon tetrachloride has been the most ef- we 

fective of the fluids tested and chlorides of the metals be- 
ing cut have been found. On March 18, 1941, Professor Emeritus Louis A. Kahl- 

These foregoing principles of fluid action and chip for- enberg of the Chemistry Department died at the age of 

mation apply not only to cutting tools, but also to abra- 71 at Sarasota, Florida. 

sive grains. The new superfinish process consists of cut- Kahlenberg’s lectures were different. When he strode 

ting away the rough particles on the surface with a very into the room, he took charge of it as a captain takes 

fine grained abrasive. Many short strokes of the abrasive charge of his ship. A loud, enthusiastic skyrocket from 

material are necessary in the process to continually replen- 4" alert audience which had neither a notebook or pencil 

ish the film of cutting fluid. Reduction of the force applied in evidence were typical of his lectures. 

to the abrasive and an increase in the pressure of the cut- For over twenty years his text book in chemistry was 
ting fluid are necessary as the process proceeds. It was used. His researches have led him into various fields, such 

formerly thought that the new surface was produced at 8 studies in osmosis, dialysis, colloid chemistry, and elec- 

the original surface by merely removing the irregularities. trochemistry. His colloidal gold for cases of malignancy, 

Experiments have proved that the new surface is actually and the new skin surgical suture material, “equisetene,” 

produced. below the deepest irregularity in the original 4*¢ used by the medical profession. 
surface. Unlike many men, he realized that things, which seem 

The use of many new high-speed machines have made obvious to him, often require a detailed explanation to 

smoother surfaces necessary so that friction may be re- anal them clear to his students, and therefore he spared 
duced. Superfinish has proved that there is a reduction in no.pain to make his Presentation clear and ample, without 

friction as the smoothness of the surface increases. appeating bored, ot, what i just as’ miportaht, boring the 
Rough edges on machined surfaces cause tearing when students who had already grasped the idea. . 

these parts rub together. For this reason it is necessary to . Brofessor Kahlenberg was born at Two Rivers, Wiscon- 

break in an automobile or any other engine slowly. This sin, in 1870, and graduated from the Two Rivers High 

slow breaking-in period prevents this tearing and polishes School at the age of 15. 
the piston and cylinder walls to a very high degree. This After graduation from the Milwaukee Normal School, 

produces surfaces which will last longer because of the he came to the University of Wisconsin and obtained his 

ease and thoroughness with which they can be lubricated. B.S. degree in 1892. From 1892 to 1893 he had a fellow- 
If the engine is not run in slowly, the sharp edges on the ship in Chemistry, in 1893 received his M.Sc. degree, and 

cylinder and piston walls tear each other in much the same in 1895 his Ph.D. degree, summa cum laude, from the 

manner that built-up edge is formed on a tool. Instead of University of Leipzig in Germany. Professor Kahlenberg 
the irregularities being smoothed, the metal is seized and had originally intended to teach philosophy but found 
deeper scratches are produced. that the sciences, especially chemistry, were far more in- 

The most accurate method of measuring surface ir- teresting. 

regularities is with the profilometer. This consists of a He was active in numerous societies, having been vice- 

tracer with a very sharp point. By a system of levers the president of the A.A.AS., president (1906-1909) of the 
tracer is attached to a marker. The lever system accentu- Wisconsin Academy of Sciences and Arts, president of 
ates the movement of the tracer. As the point of the tracer the American Electrochemical Society (1930-31), associate 
is dragged over the surface the marker records the irregu- editor of The Journal of Physical Chemistry (1899-1923), 
larities on a paper. From the scale on the recording, the chairman of the chemistry department and director of 

magnitude of the irregularities can be determined. Meas- SUTS®S in chemistry at the University of Wisconsin, and 
(continued onl page 28) a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
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HEADS BEN BENNETT PHIL DESCH JOE O’NEILL 

BEN BENNETT Works, and even as camp counselor chairmanship of the A.LE.E. 

" for a YMCA group in the Penn- Phil is chiefly interested in public 
Ex-Editor ‘ : 3.8 5 

sylvania mountains. The latter prob- utilities and manufacturing and he 

Ben is the boy who bore the brun¢ ably accounts for the paternal out- has a position with General Electric 

of criticism for our mistakes this look. upon graduation this spring. He 

past year. If there’s credit to be Ben intends to steer clear of re- confided in us, however, to the ex- 

given, however, Ben insists that he search or design work and hopes to tent that he is considering patent 

and Phil Desch were really co-edi- get into sales, advertising, or pro- law after a few years’ work in in- 

tors and should be considered as duction. If the past is the future, dustry, much as he hates the sound 

such. That’s like Ben. He seems to then it’s probably a bit superfluous of the word. 

have stood the gaff well enough, to wish you luck, but we do just e 

though, for both General Electric the same, Ben. JOE O’NEILL 
and the army are reported to be ° 3 

clamoring for his services. PHIL DESCH Ex:Business Managet 
It all began in Martin’s Ferry, : : If you should ever have any busi- 

Ohio, lene as a high school stu- Bx: Associate) Editor ness arith Joe, we would wie that 

dent, Ben was on the basketball Work on the Wisconsin Engineer you start trying to locate him at 

team, in the school band, and where was far from the first of Phil’s lit- least two weeks in advance. With 

he developed an unnatural interest erary career. He was the editor of the possible exception of Pres. Dyk- 

in math and science. This latter ac- the Wisconsin High School annual stra, Joe stands out as the most dif- 

counts for Ben’s choice of engineer- in ’37 and worked for three sum- ficult man on the campus to catch 

ing, and that it was no mistake can mers in the registrar’s office prepar- up with. 

be seen in the record he has made. ing material for freshman orienta- While attending the Dodgeville 
Membership in Eta Kappa Nu, tion. The last two years Phil was in High School, Joe kept himself busy 

Kappa Eta Kappa, Alpha Tau Sig- charge of this work and edited the too. Besides belonging to the chorus 

ma and Pi Mu Epsilon tell a big Freshman Handbook. That, then, and band, he took part in forensics, 
part of the story of his college ca- explains why we usually went to was the business manager of the 

reer. In addition Ben belongs to Phil with our problems and why he annual, and led cheers for the local 

Chi Phi and the A.L.E.E. And that’s could be counted on to have an sport enthusiasts. 
not all. He also was elected to the answer. Then to the university, where he 

Polygon Board, joined the band, While at Wisconsin High, dra- plunged into electrical engineering, 

took part in intramural athletics matics and forensics were also in- became a member of the A.LE.E., 

and handled the engineering news cluded in Phil’s extra-curriculum, Kappa Eta Kappa, and was elected 
in the Daily Cardinal in addition but upon coming to the University to Scabbard and Blade. At the same 
to his work on the Engineer. he found himself much too busy a time Joe was earning about 25% of 

Last year Ben and Phil Desch boy to give these interests any more his expenses. 
built the kissometer for the expo, attention. And no wonder. Phil was Joe is especially interested in 

but this year the publicity chairman- busy turning in the kind of work manufacturing, communication and 

ship fell to Ben and he found him- that netted him membership in Tau power utility. This summer, how- 

self with little time for either misses Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Alpha Tau ever, he expects to be serving in the 

or kisses. Sigma, and Phi Kappa Phi. And to army signal corps. Now a lieutenant 

Summers Ben worked for the this impressive list we must add the in the U. S. Reserve, Joe selects his 
Carnegie - Illinois Steel Corp. at fact that he was president of Alpha ROTC training as one of his most 
Martin’s Ferry, for the Gary Steel Tau Sigma and is holding the enjoyable activities while in college. 
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“WE'RE COMPLETING THIS 

7 MONTH TELEPHONE JOB 

j IN 5 WEEKS!” 

‘aw. wi 6c 5 (C@nr | and that’s good news 
(lb PX | * 33 ‘Wt VA if for the National Defense! 

J Wy V: ut; ° 4\ At Western Electric we're producing telephone equipment for 
‘€ a Saas ‘ o use now which normally would not be required for the Bell 

ZA i X % \\. > \V/ > System’s nationwide service for two or more years. 
WAS * 5 \ y y 
4 Ne Ny \ i) « More than a year ago we began to plan for the impending need— 
d q Sa AY i wey * to make ready our people, our plants, our machines, our materials. 

ho \ x | ix \ VP So we’re prepared when a rush order comes from Uncle Sam 

Oe. MY 4 Le Ne . to equip Camp Edwards or Camp Beauregard with adequate tele- 
i Se iz: VS) phone facilities. Thirty million feet of wire? Yes, in a single order. 

\/ \v a Le \ Y , “More telephones for these new plants,” is the urgent demand 

a . SY AT a) of aircraft manufacturers and other defense industries. Western 
ye ai vey 2) Electric’s response cuts weeks and even months out of usual pro- 

, Sag fo RY: ) duction schedules. 

‘=e y 7 i a 4 — So in this time of need, as in calmer days, Western Electric’s 

\ Le? if af y p J long experience and manufacturing facilities are demonstrating 
wee we their worth to the nation. 

> 

...is back of your 

Bell Telephone service 

a



hy Rey McIntosh, met’ 42 

Chemicals planing angina and wk Hopes at en, Roe De 385 anes 
#5 acine, has been appointed city planning pril 4 has been estimator for the Si 

ABRAMS, RALPH Biv "22, general = sesinvest' of Loa Angeles, Calif’ He has © Construction, Co., of Chicago, on indus: 
manager of the Flavor Service Co, man: resigned from his Racine positions. trial buildings. 
ufacturers of flavors for the ice cream SALTZSTEIN, IRVING D., °26, is DOLLHAUSEN, JOHN L., 40, has 
trade, has moved his business from Chi. engineer in the plant engineering depart- resigned as engineer with the Soo Lines 

OE ARVET, TXB Cy ‘2% hes t ment of the A. ©. Smith Corp. of Mil. to take a position as maintenance engi- 
elected prcditent cf thn Bifoce Pineee waukee, designing plant layouts and neer in the R&H Chemical department 
Co. of Cleveland Ohio ya “ flacomer of nex dopeciments ho b a the Ts Pong, Sp Nemouss & Co. at 

2 * ‘ zi Z a P., ’27, who has iagara Falls, N. Y. 

; Seen eines te nD 8 ee been. division engineer in Milwaukee for HERRIED, IRVIN CG, °40, began 
| Hat Pari 7, e oe De Coll the Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Co., work on March 14 as an apprentice en- 
Bee BS ae gees a) SORE EDs has joined the Civil Engineering Corps, gineer in the gasoline department of the 
acting: head ‘of the division. of chemical = Uy. 1g) Navy, as‘lieutenant, assigned tec: Phillips Peceoleum.-Co:, ar Phillivs, Tex: 
engineeting ‘at the University of Dela. tive duty with the Bureau of Yards and PETERSEN, ARTHUR H., ’40, is with 
ware, is an authority in the field of con- Docks. che Generel, Enpinesving Company of 
vective heat transfer, and was formerly NEWLIN, CHARLES H., °31, re: Portage 

resegech investigator-on hearetensferifor = sieve. froin. the “Wiieonsin Hightay WELLER, MARVIN E., °41, is chain 
: Ce ORIN W.. 4895. Commission staff early in March to join man with the Illinois Central Railroad at 

» JOIN Ws: MS."29,, has the staff of the bridge department of the Champaign, Ill. been given a ae discharge from Southern Railway at Knoxville, Tenn. ° the U. S. Army and is now employed by De YOUNG, KENNETH D., 33, ie . 

the M. W. Kellogg Co. of Jersey City, first lieutenant in the U. S. Army at the Electricals . manufacturers of oil refinery equipment. Elwadd) OFdustis plawt at’ Wilmington INBUSCH, WALTER H., ’05, died 
GURDA, ARTHUR B., ’36, has been Ill, near Joliet ° last October 23 at his home in Glencoe, 

given a temporary leave of absence by McDONALD. ROY S., °33, who has Ill. For the past twenty-five years he had 
the Catipillar Tractor Co. to serve in the been with the Wisconsin Highwa Com: been employed as an electrical engineer 
Chemical Warfare Service of the U. S. mission: Sines! weadaation, is ABe weaiaE with the Illinois Bell Telephone Co. in 
Army. He is stationed at Fort Custer, inspectot foe the. “Wak Dspaiiment A Chicago. 
Mich., and is the chemical officer of the constuction ab the Kankikes Ocdtance e 
camp, having the rank of first lieutenant, plant at Kankakee, Ill Mechanicals 
WS. ag 

Cc SUTTON, MAC., Ph.D-39, and Betty pane, JAMES H., °33, bas a HINRICHS, CHRISTIAN, ’90, died 
: oe - appointed city planning engineer for Ra- : in Madi- 

Mne coee meapied. Mares 1. 1941.92 cing, Wisi, eo, wicceed Miles Baiogsl, © So APT EE been Ce nn he ee 
iting, Ind. je is in the researc le- ULRICH, EARL E., ’34, is with the e ‘od ili is Steel C d the C 

partment of the Standard Oil Co. of In- A. E. McMahon Engineering Co., of Me. ciated Illinois Steel Co., and the Cramp 
diatia: 2 es 2 Ship Yards; later he was with the New 

RINDT, DONALD W., °40, and Ruth nese ie shes Pope on ithe! Manawa uote Ship er the eee Dock = 
Marie Wilson were married March 15 ; — onstruction Co., and To ip Yards. ’ : > STANEK, EDWARD R., °35, is with j : 
O41. Then will puoke: sliete home ae easing og Tiatah,conailtg caginents. 18 ge Mmsinber of the:Secisiy of May 
Gary, [nd where he is employed by Care 6 Chicago, on the construction of a can- HIGSOM, CHARLES B05), diediac 

. ‘ tonmentiat:Tullehoma, Tenn. his home in Salt Lake City. After gradu- 
. ZACK, JOSEPH, ’35, died in Milwau- ation, he was employed by the General 

Civils kee on April 22, following a long illness. Electric Co., and after two years he te- 
ROHERTY, JOHN N,, 710, died at HENRY, J. EVERETT, 736, city en- turned to the campus as an instructor in 

Bismarck, N. D., on November 27, 1940, gineer at Wheeling, W. Va., has been electrical engineering. He held this po- 
following several months of illness. called to active service with the War De- sition for four years. In 1912 Mr. Hig- 
BENNETT, J. GARDNER, ’18, pro- partment in the Zone Constructing son went to Salt Lake City to work for 

fessor of civil engineering at Robert Col- Quartermaster Office at Columbus, Ohio. the Utah Power & Light Co. as a sub- 
lege, Istanbul, Turkey, writes under date SCHNEIBLE, DOUGLAS E., ’38, is station operator. During his twenty- 
of February 3, “The war does seem close junior mathematician with the U. S. eight years with this company he became 
now—right in our back yard, so to speak. Coast and Geodetic Survey at Washing- superintendent of distribution over their 
We have occasional air raid drills and ton, D. C. He announces the arrival of entire system. Due to ill health, he gave 
blackouts to keep tuned up for it.” a son, Dennis Edward, born June 7, up his position in January, 1941, but 
ZANDER, ARNOLD S., ’23, presi- 1940. continued with the company as a con- 

dent of the American Federation of SPERLING, ARTHUR F., °38, has sulting engineer. 
State, County, and Municipal Employees, been promoted to the rank of assistant ROBERTS, J. F., 718, will present a 
was appointed to serve on the five-man engineer (structural) and attached to the paper entitled “Francis-Turbine Installa- 
labor advisory committee of the Nation- office of the Construction Quartermas- tions at Norris and Hiwassee” at the 
al Youth Administration early in March. ters at Fishers’ Island, N. Y. He has spring meeting of the A.S.M.E. to be 
The committee will represent the A.F. of charge of all engineering work construct- held at Atlanta, Ga., March 31 to April 
L. in all NYA matters. ed by the Construction QM at Ft. H. G. 3. Mr. Roberts is principal mechanical 
BREIVOGEL, MILTON W., ’24, city Wright, Ft. Michie, and Ft. Terry. engineer for TVA, Knoxville, Tenn. 
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RIETOW, LINCOLN A., °23, is now establishing new American Standards of Miners and Metallurgists 
sales engineer with the Control Corpora- Graphical Symbols used in heating, ven- 
tion at Minneapolis, Minn. He was for- tilating, air conditioning and piping. GALLISTEL, ALBERT F., M.S.’36, 
merly in the sales division of the Allis MERCK, R. A., ’38, who was formerly formerly field engineer with the Leeds & 

Chalmers Co., Milwaukee. with the Johnson Service Co., is now Northrup Co., is now metallurgist at the 
CASBERG, C. H., ’24, is chairman of with the Dravo Corp. in Pittsburgh as a Thomas & Skinner Steel Products Co., 

the Session on Manufacturing Processes, development engineer. Indianapolis, Ind. 
and STEWART, F. C., ’30, is chairman CHRISTMAN, MATT, °40, who was FELBER, WALTER J., °37, has been 
of the Session on Laboratory Instruction formerly with the J. D. Wilson Co., is transferred to the Milwaukee office of 
at the conference for mechanical engi- now employed by the Douglas Aircraft the Inland Steel Co. 
neering teachers to be held at Purdue, Co. in Santa Monica, Calif., as a design- DOUGLAS, JOHN E ., ’40, until re- 

June 29 to July 3. Mr. Stewart is asso- er of jigs and fixtures. cently with the Wisconsin Steel Co., 
ciate professor of mechanical engineer- KINOST, ALBERT J., ’40, who was stopped in Madison with his wife on 

ing at Penn State College, and Mr. Cas- with the Barber-Coleman Co., is now with their way to Butte, Mont., where he has 
berg is professor of mechanical engineer- Boeing Aircraft Co. at Seattle, Wash. a position with the Anaconda Copper 
ing at the University of Illinois. a ee Co. 

PLAENERT, CAPT. ALFRED B., ’25, | MELCHER, NORWOOD B., ’40, for- 

has just recently been appointed con- ew merly a metallurgist in the blast furnace 
structing quartermaster in charge of con- GN department of the Columbia Steel Co., 
struction at Fort Custer, Battle Creek, SS Provo, Utah, is now in the Bureau of 
Mich. WO Pf} Mines Experimental Station at College 

= Park, Md. CLARK, HENRY L., ’26, is employed ay : : 
with the Braden Copper Company at the =— ve re Sayan GEO. G., 40, has 

. L ley H : L = " ke Bcc signer 1s position as mining engineer 

Plant in Sewell; ‘Chile; He previously = — | Bee with Cia Huanchaca de Bolivia, Pula- 
spent five years in the business of mining == | CARS kee ts 
sodium nitrate, and then returned to SS cayo, Bolivia, S. A., to take a position in 
Madison:totake his master’s deste, In == CAS aI the Canal Zone doing general engineer- 

; el pee ing. 
1934 he returned to Chile to work with _ a GUBBINS, RUSSEL C., °40, is now 
the company in which he is now em- — HIND § 40, 

ployed. KAISER, ELM 5 aeneed tn a yaukess pers an the 
; . . a IER R., B.S. in MLE. °34 rdnance Division of the War Depart- 

sone ERED a 30, is now with and M.S. 734, assistant to the president ment as an assistant inspector. At the 

ene Carnegie cs eel Conporation: of Battelle Memorial Institute, Colum- present they are inspecting 105 mm. 
as plant ore fo He visited Madison bus, Ohio, spent the week of February 23 howitzers. 
recently to look for prospective seniors. in a series of four talks at Champaign, ROSENOW, MONROE, ’39, is doing 
JAMES, JOHN W., °34, has been Peoria, Rockford, and Elgin, Ill, as part general engineering with Ampco Metals, 

serving as secretary of the A.S.M.E. Sec- of the stoker school conducted by the Inc., Milwaukee. He formerly did in- 

tional Committee Z32, which has been Illinois Coal Merchants Association. spection with the same company. 

For Used Texts e For Drawing 
@ 50% of the price you paid for texts Instrument Sets; 

° ° 
in good condition and needed for Equipment; Slide Rules 

the Fall Semestex, @ Get Brown’s higher prices before you 

sell your drawing set or equipment. 

: : i ‘ B: ’s wi 
@ Even higher prices given in trade for ® owes will buy all your books and 

equipment regardless of where you 

other books or supplies. r ) purchased them. 

WISCONSIN’S LARGEST COLLEGE BOOK STORE 

CORNER STATE and LAKE STREETS 
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BRAINS! 

Nine engineers numbered among 
A M P U S N E W 8 the eighty-one seniors who were in- 

ducted into Phi Kappa Phi on 

March 11. Phi Kappa Phi is an hon- 
orary fraternity for senior men and 

5, f women who have been outstanding 
ih Has. by Bot Diehl, 2/43 in both academic and extra-curricu- 

r lar work. The engineers who were 
Chet selected are: 

Burton E. Clark, M.E. 

EXPOSITION DOPE ter. But on those alternate off years, Donald A. Curry, C.E. 

. ee Be something would have to take the Philip F. Desch, E.E. 

Well, another Wisconsin Engi- place of the Expo. That something Raymond A. Erickson, Ch.E. 
NECN Exposition—engineered by might be an engineers’ convention Paul Fluck, C.E. 
Polygon—is over and we might as with other colleges, a series of top- John O. Pritchard, Ch.E. 

well give you a few facts about how notch lectures, or some sort of tech- Frank B. Roberts, M.E. 
things turned outs Ty Wasa SUECESS: nical convocation. There are a lot Milton A. Suckow, M.E. 
And. it, clearly illustrated that sine of possibilities, and certainly we William F. Tice, E.E. 
cerely interested students in engi- engineers! can, find someching 1 é 

neering can put on a worth while keep us busy. POLYGON BOARD 

display. As proof, ask any of the Almost forgot, the total ticket The new officers for Polygon for 
23000 beep aay eater =e and button sale brought in over next semester are Henry Schmalz, 
jammed the :couridors of the Engi- $2,100. When the net profits have Ch.E. 3, chairman; Paul Sodemann, 
neering and M. & Me. Buildings been figured out for the final time, C.E. 3, secretary; and Jim Rogers, 
to gee the vexhibits that totaled the Polygon member societies will M.E. 3, treasurer. Polygon Board is 
nearly a hundred and a sleaktes n receive part, and the remainder will composed of student engineers, and 
number. Of all St aS Pateonss be used for worthy projects as the is the guiding hand for most of the 88.888; paid admission; the others Pol Board fit. L : revidvee . £ th . . " olygon board sees hit. Last year extra-curricular functions of the en. 
really got something for nothing. saw the lobby furnished with the gineering college during the school 

Probably the boys that worked proceeds from the first expo. year. The exposition and the vari- 
the hardest on their exhibits took e ous donces and smokers are some 
home the money. In the non-Poly- Dean Johnson says 45,000 jobs of the activities which the board 
gon society exhibits, Triangle Fra- are open for 12,000 engineering sponsors. 
ternity took first prize of 25 dollars graduates this June. No trouble for A financial report for the year is 
for building a miniature Panama the seniors to find jobs this year. given below. 
Canal. An explanation of why the 

Tacoma bridge collapsed netted . 
see x : : POLYGON BOARD: Disbursements Income fifteen crisp “ones” for Chi Epsilon. Balewes on Hahd: May: 1; 1940 4 485.92 

Testing electrical appliances brought mokeng nS” OP Hand MAY Be 1940s | 
Eta Kappa Nu third prize of a “ten Danmces—Income o.oo eeeen een een 393.50 
spot.” In the individual exhibit com- Fe aenies THER? Cn eee ee 

petition, Florian Yanikoski, ME-4,  Iacidentals and Miscellaneous AB 
took a fifteen dollar first by be- ——___ ee 
friending the slipstick. Jim Ancell, Totals srootseeecnesenneenntescnaseecsonmenttccnceescoatsesscneencnneee PB 588.32 $ 879.42 

Balance on Hand April 29, 1941 2000 $ 291.10 EE-4, placed for a ten dollar purse EXPOSITION BOARD: 

by representing sound pictorially. Buttons and Tickets 2 ee $2,166.52 
Sending music through a light beam Expenses by Committees 0 $1,276.92 
brought five dollars to exhibitors Miscellaneous never nen eet PRO? _ 
Bert Zarky, EE-4, and Vic Richard, Totals cusrmnormorneenmnenmeeere a OE STOO $2,166.52 
EE-3. Balance on Hand o-oo eect $ 853.57 

STATEMENT OF POLYGON ACCOUNTS: 
By now you’re probably wonder- Balance on Hand April 29, 1941 $1,605.99 

ing whether there’ll be an Expo Polygon Account 22.000 ooo eee § 291.10 
next year. Perhaps not: some figure Exposition annette 853,57 

it would be better psychology t© — Seewige 99008 
make it a bi-annual event—there’d Faculty Research Council 0000 oe ee eee 2.40 
be a new turn-over of wide awake —- 

managers to run the affair, and the Fata enn ~Beapectfully sobmuicced.” ate 
public’s interest would be held bet- —DANIEL H. LAMB 
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THE GUSTY OF THE HOME! 

Among life’s “big” moments, few sible for numerous advances in home treating paints, wallpapers and 
compare with the joy of stepping building, furnishing and maintenance. awnings against mildew—calcium ‘ 
into a brand-new home! Feminine . chloride to allay dust on driveways, 

hearts flutter with excitement—mas- Just to take a few instances out of control ice on steps and walks—and 
culine hearts swell with pride. And Dow’s innumerable chemical prod- for the garden there are also Dow 
well they may with all the better- ucts that may well be used in your spray materials. 
ments built into the home of today! home: Dowflake* Calcium Chloride 

makes concrete faster-setting and These are but a few of the key 

If you are one of the 250,000 people _stronger—lumber treated with Dowi- _ instances where Dow chemicals con- 
who are buying or building a new —_cides* resists mold and rot—paints, _ttibute to better homes—better living 

home this year, you will be interested — yarnishes and enamels made from | —@ better America. 
—and probably surprised—to learn certain raw chemicals produced by A 
how much chemistry means: to: the Dow are tougher, more weather- or eepemupmummmngergemo dh RIG aac epee 

enjoyment and satisfaction you are wear-resistant, easier to apply —  2=—hr fh ti‘“(‘i‘<i‘éO_ON 
going to get out of your new dwelling. (COC 8 : dh —“‘“‘O™OSCSCSCSCSCS;~ 

Dow produces dyes for fabrics— | UMP 
From the very foundation to fitments plastics for household equipment and JppkiNe ~~ —<<AP oo eS 

ae 3 ‘ re . < we COL ONNAT Um€DhUhUhUDmD CU 
and furnishings, chemistry is respon- furnishings —protective materials for — —VOv 3 3z”3~—T 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN © HEMICALS INDISPENSABLE 
New York City—St. Louis—Chicago—San Francisco—Los Angeles—Seattle ome 

|... 
* Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Of, So ___sasaieéwiiéi(i(‘(aiiali 
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DRAWING CONTEST partment, Thomas P. Colbert, in- book, to Bill Zumach, and third, an 

For two weeks before spring re- structor of machine design, and engineer’s scale, to R. J. Burger. 

cess, the second semester freshman R. J. Harker, instructor in machine The drawing of a Valve Chest 

engineers labored steadily, sweating design. In the hands of these three for a Franklin Reverse Gear was 

and doing some high class swearing lay the hopes of the three hundred selected by the drawing department. 

over the annual drawing contest. fifty freshman engineers. 

After all the drawings were handed April 30, Pi Tau Sigma, honorary : TRIP 
in and looked over carefully, thirty mechanical engineering fraternity, une Pane an, Dt EOUNE a tew 

of the best were placed before the the sponsors of the contest, an- civils; this yeat bese the annual sur 

scrutinizing eyes of the three judges: nounced the winners. First prize, a veying trip ducing spring vacation. 

W. S. Cottingham, assistant profes- slide rule, went to Frank Schmidt, Place honored by the Engineering 

sor of the structural engineering de- second, a chemical engineer’s hand- college this year was Shullsburg, 
Wis., a small town in the southwest- 

| 7 ern part of the state, rich in tales of 

the old days. Shullsburg was the 

| z x i site of the base camp for the five 
“a | “K0| ‘ snap day trip, but most of the work was 

| 4 \ SI done at the Ida Blende mine, sev- 

| | ce Jo} eral miles east of Benton. 

| errree / The twenty-five civils and miners 

.% ran both underground and surface 
cs ; VB surveys of the mine under the su- 

oe ~ A KS \ pervision of Professor Shorey of 

ful » )\ | 1 "\ the Mining school, who was in 

IN, i ie Oo RR, charge of the trip. Highlights of the 

L . > fc aim Hae excursion included inspection of the 

Wi | 7 YY W old lead mine beneath the village of 

| ‘ Shullsburg, experimenting with car- 

| bide in the hotel rooms, and the 

fC eh usual relaxations of an engineer on 

naa zest we j a trip. 

Try Our 

You ARE INVITED to visit our new location at 

823 University Avenue. We are housed in our own 
modern building, and increased floor space and 

| facilities assure prompt and increased service to our 

customers. WE’RE EXPECTING YOU TO CALL. 

CAMPUS PUBLISHING CO. 
823 UNIVERSITY AVENUE TELEPHONE BADGER 1137 
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BANQUET HEADS RADER WRITES ON ROADS building of low-cost roads surfaced 

Three mechanical engineers, Her- In the design of a low-cost road with asphalt. 

bert Stone, Madison, Francis Bou- the subgrade, the base, and the sur- ° 

da, Two Rivers, and Marvin Dun- face must be treated as a unit, Prof. *TIS HUMAN TO ERR 

dore, Beloit, are among the 50 stu- L. F. Rader states in an article on b woe ; 

dents who are serving on commit- “Selecting Asphaltic Surface Types,” ... but divine to forgive. In our 

tees making plans for the annual ddan sagpeuen fs. tie Whence ineu of March issue, we made an unfortu- 

Parents’ Weekend to be held May Better Roads. The article is based on nate error in saying that the Forest 

23, 24 and 25. a paper which Prof. Rader present- Products Laboratory was designed 

Herbert Stone is serving on the ed at the National Asphaltic Con- by Frank Lloyd Wright, whereas it 

Finance committee and Francis Bou- ference last December. The paper was designed by the firm of Hola- 

da and Marvin Dundore are work- presented the technical and eco- bird & Root, of Chicago. In any 

ing on the Banquet plans. nomic considerations involved in the case, it was a job well done. 

e 

KESSLER APPOINTED TO 

COMMISSION i Lhe 

Prof. Lewis H. Kessler ’22 was oO : ) 

recently appointed to the Madison P W Gane 

Metropolitan Sewerage Commission 
t ST RENGT ead 

to fill the vacancy caused by the a 4 Impac 
& Tes 

death of Mr. Seastone. ie CO ¢ ordinary bronze foiled eeerory ae Bee 

; or ; Ses 

y 9 “Universal Ping EES: METAL renders Ty man ufoctuning ec 
i ee aa LR hing ovf engineering OF, customer oy te va Sees 

a ep fi ae CTO writes on 1 mills. sing priority keh nee 
i é eo . : aa services WOT TY for steer Oe many SiViNd F yditions: pat os 

a ea heavy machine a js but one oF ere operating con ies = 

: oe years, yer forservice under § Bea 
: a Ml im 7 ee 

; = * ag Ti \ Nop a: 
| ~ ebefeperorrer rr) i = so z a 

ea [ ee 
e eS ! Se 
¢ poe ThSSaeceeeeeee Le 
| i 2S A i \ YAS i 

a ——-, . S , wT 

ude AMPCO METAL is Famous for 
Who Kidnapped Oscar? 

e e 

ee Licking the TOUGH Jobs 
One often reads about heroes in Ability to withstand the ravages of friction — to serve without 

newspapers, magazines and books, metal failure” for extended periods — to ward off peening and 

4 a ; hatth — squashing out... these are prime considerations when a metal is 

and wonders just what the person Is lected for bearings, bushings, housing nuts and gear applicati 
like. Well, at last there is a chance a S80 Pe 9 gear applications. 

to find out, for at the University we AMPCO METAL has proved itself in hundreds of installations. Over 

have a hero of our own in the per- 2,000 nationally known concerns have standardized upon this 

f : sturdy aluminum bronze because of its high tensile strength, 
son of John St. Germain, a fresh- " 

‘ The story of his hero- controlled hardness, high impact strength and marked wear- 

man engineer. Heistory, 1s resistance. AMPCO engineers stand ready to help you. Write, 

ism in rescuing three men from outlining your requirements. 

drowning in northern Wisconsin last AMPCO METAL, INC., Dept. WE-5 Milwaukee, Wis. 
fall is probably well known to every- 

one by now. To add to his recogni- 

tion, it has been learned that John 

may go to New York in the near fu- i 

ture to appear on the “We the Peo- aN ne 

” : if EN 
ple” program. We sincerely hope " 7 ee 

that he gets this chance, for valor of ee Ce : 

the type that John St. Germain has > NAS fi 

shown certainly deserves recogni- ~~ — <> 

Hon The Metal Without An Equal — SAT 
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CALL TO THE COLORS ant professor R. A. Rose has been T.C. here at Madison. Peot holds 
, . called to duty as engineer officer. the rank of first lieutenant. 

The nation’s far-reaching call to aboard a Diesel gunboat ’way down First Lieutenant L. G. Schneider, 
the colors has drawn upon the per- at Tampa, Fla. Professor Rose had M.E. instructor, was called to duty 
sonnel of the Engineering College been a lieutenant commander in the some time ago, but his commission 

and at least two faculty members U.S. Navy Reserve. has been deferred until the end of 
will soon be shaking off the dust Another instructor in mechanical the school year. Schneider was to 
from chevrons and epaulets. engineering, Joseph J. Peot, has serve in the Coast Artillery School 

From the M.E. department, assist- been assigned to service in the R.O. at Fort Monroe, Virginia. 

Ask for TLT3 | | HIGHEST CASH | 
| KENNEDY- AY i= my, O FOR YOUR 

sassrit ie Fy ee BOOKS 
| Pure oR ai Sh | | 

Dairy . We | at the | 

Products y AO VS SY Q STUDENT | 
. v BOOK EXCHANGE | 

Served at all oI Ay | Incorporated | 
leading restaurants { “LET JERRY BUY ’EM” | 

. a _ ___| 

l | | 
for WHY NOT 

The Smartest In | ne keep your lecture notes and reports 
| in neat and permanent form? 

| Apparel For Men | . 
| visit | BINDING OF QUALITY 

| 

KARSTENS | GRIMM BOOK BINDERY 
| Gi Gapivel Sqitare 32 Nori Garvoill | 454 West Gilman Street 
| _ _ ——— _ - 

The CO-OP Will B e CO- ill Buy 
| C your C 

A DRAWING SET . SLIDE RULE A 

S BOARD. _ — _T-SQUARE S 

and all of your books 

H Ask for an Estimate H 
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FM— (continued from page 11) ae a a ee 

the mathematical treatises on this subject did not bring Oia SSS. 

out; namely that in this system of broadcasting could be | 4 tye OME = WDE 7 

incorporated an interference eliminating device which 4 gg ~ Cc SS 

would not at the same time eliminate the intelligence car- oF |. li éi ell a. 

ried by the signal. Armstrong’s early work was carried out — FF @x || \ \ ’ 

in the Marcellus Hartley Research Laboratory at Colum- 2 1 ———_ pH } 

bia University. Later he was aided materially by the . 3 ONS WN y A iy 

Radio Corporation of America and the National Broad- | eo 4 LX e VS 0. Mee 

a off TNS \Nelrsnsa /) 
casting Company when they put at his disposal a trans- — Jy ® Re thy, Zz 

mitter in the laboratories on top of the Empire State ca ay : Xx : SS “ ZZ. ay 

Building in New York City. ' - Xv x . = : ee ee & 7 

Tests were conducted for a period of several years from | kX Se —— wo 

this location with receiving points located as far away as : ay cy Se” 

Philadelphia. Records kept show conclusively that signals Tf “ — 

from the 2000 watt frequency modulated transmitter were | lL. Lufkin Chrome Clad Steel 

at all times superior to those from the regular 30,000 watt Xe A Tapes are today’s out- 

broadcast teanisinutters in New York City. A published . 10 standing value. Jet black 

account of Armstrong s work appeared in the Proceedings | As! 10 ne markings are easy to read 

of the IRE in May, 1936, and shortly thereafter work pro- 3 Pus pu rable - against the satin chrome 

ceeded rapidly on the eastern seaboard. Broadcasters in , il Ng gurface that won't rust 

the New England States supplemented their regular broad- ¥ crack, chip or peel. 

cast service with an experimental frequency modulation 

service. They banded together and formed the “Yankee WRITE FOR CATALOG 

Network,” which was the first chain hookup of frequency 

modulated transmitters. The Middle West and Far West NEW YORK | JHE, furnin pure Co. Cee ey ia 

lagged behind the East in the installation of frequency Uae SAGINAW, MICHIGAN MAL | -te) ito Le 

modulated transmitters, and it remained for the Milwau- TAPES — RULES — PRECISION TOOLS 

kee Journal station WTMJ to inaugurate the first experi- 

mental frequency modulation service west of the Appala- 

chians. 
fca.us Par ore f 

Recently applications other than for an improved broad- GS NY D Mh} 

cast service have been developed for frequency modula- it 

tion. Police radio transmitters are being converted to this / 

system because it discriminates very effectively against the aps and Dies ave q 

bad noise conditions often encountered by police cars. SK; 

The commercial airlines are investigating a similar appli- e sk 

cation for the same reason. Frequency modulation is even Vital Defense Tools Ag & 

being applied to the transmission of television pictures. ig if 
ey § 

Wy Bee are frequency modulated stations located? At They cut the millions of screw ‘Sf 

present it seems likely that a frequency modulation @ threads which hold together Ay . 

service will only be available to the urban population in fo ie the parts of guns and gun car- Tap y y 

the larger cities. New York City already has seven sta- i ie riages, shells, tanks, airplanes ai 

tions, Chicago has five stations, Philadelphia has four sta- & 7 i and engines, and the most deli- | i/ 

tions, and forty-three other cities throughout the country fo Be cate sea and air navigation in- y / 

have one or more stations. ie ce me ws y i 

The University of Wisconsin is engaged in the develop- e. a G.T.D. Greenfield” is the / / 

: . => # world’s largest manufacturer Ba 

ment and construction of a 1000 watt transmitter to be 0 ie : = 
. . soggy of screw threading tools. Its j 

used to supplement the program service provided by the #° 19 ieadership is being exercised Fl 

present station, WHA. The work is being done under the 24 hours every day in carrying i . f 

grant received from the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foun- — out its share of the national NS A h 

dation. The transmitter will first be used to make field =e defense program. ry 

strength measurements in and around the Madison area i 

to determine the characteristics of a frequency modulated te as GREENFIELD TAP & DIE Acorn Die 
: : ; . CORPORATION, GREENFIELD, MASS. 

signal over this local terrain. It is expected to have a sat- 

isfactory receiving area at least as large as that within a nny 

35 mile radius around Madison, and to provide high fidel- VUE "4 FEN Fi al 

ity, noise free radio service to people living within this 

region. TAPS DIES « GAGES - TWIST DRILLS - REAMERS - SCREW PLATES + PIPE TOOLS 
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c a: gines. Consisting principally of two horizontal drums 13 
=. feet 3 inches between centers and joined by vertical banks 

( « » % : of water tubes, each boiler will normally generate 26,125 
»\ a 1 ome _ pounds of steam per hour, delivered at the superheater 

_— aan outlet at 335 pounds pressure and at a temperature of 650 4 or < a] , . ' aawne a ensues 4 _ degrees F. An all electric system insures the best combus- & oh eo —_— : aos : , Ey 0 aoe ne Ky ‘ ye tion conditions by controlling the forced draft mechanism 
bea , er "sg oo and the coal stokers. Another instrument indicating car- 
[4 oo A g _ bon dioxide readings from any one of the boilers guards 

UN ‘a z oe — against fuel or heat loss due to incomplete combustion. SM a... icin . | . : . These steam generators are mounted in batteries of two 
Make this booklet part measuring 38 feet long, 12 feet wide, and 17 feet high. 

° ° The ship can function normally using only three of the of your drafting equipment P y using only 
four boilers. 

IT’S FREE e This 16-page booklet shows the proper methods of Not only is the “City of Midland” a sturdy commercial 
indicating more than 30 different types of bolts, nuts; nvetssand carrier, but also a ship fitted witly luxuciows..accommoda. 
cther standard machine fasteners on assembly and detail drawings. : : : 

tions that would make any water-faring tourist as comfort- It will fit inside your drawing instrument case for handy reference. . -_ 3 5 
cca peati . . able as if he were living in a floating hotel. On board are No dimensions nor specifications are given, but merely the sim- "i ‘a addi 

plified representations of fasteners which most draftsmen employ. . Staterooms 1 al eon: ‘to 12 Master staterooms wit 
More than 30,000 students, instructors, and professional drafts- private shower and toilet. Furniture is of latest metal styl. 

men have requested and received this booklet. Your copy is free ing, making the boat almost fireproof. Fluorescent light- 
for the asking. Just drop a card to our Port Chester address. ing, leather covered doors, decorative rubber floors, and 

RB& W EMPIRE Fastenings, well known even when the first trans- smoking rooms partitioned from the main lounge by glass 
fer continental railroad was built, have been used throughout —even dog kennels—all add to the finery of the “City of EMPIRE industry for almost a century. 7 53 

ney Midland. 

RUSSELL, BURDSALL & WARD Besides being notable for her size and speed, the ship is 
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY one of the safest afloat. Although almost entirely fire- 

sepsis FST Poe ey oe ee aT proof, she still carries an automatic sprinkler and fire 
alarm system. 

‘ 3 The steering gear, a product of the Manitowoc Ship- CARFERRY: (continued from page 13) building Company, is engineered to swing the rudder 
gauge pressure, 640 degrees F. total steam temperature, through a 90 degree arc in 24 seconds when the ship is 
and 26 inches of vacuum, these unaflow poppet valve en- traveling at cruising speed. 
gines are the largest of their type ever built. Each of the ee 
five 25-inch bore vertical cylinders carries a piston with a SURFACES— (continued from page 17) 
30-inch stroke, their connecting rods being close to 10 feet 
long. The combined normal horsepower rating is 6,000 at urements are made in micro-inches or fractions thereof. 
120 revolutions per minute with 94.2 per cent mechanical A micro-inch is a millionth of an inch. 
efficiency. However, overloads in excess of 7,000 shaft Fig. 3 and 4 are photomicrographs of an ordinary 
horsepower can be reached, thus driving the “City of ground surface and a superfinished surface respectively. 
Midland” across Lake Michigan at an easy cruising speed They show a large number of scratches still present on 
of 18 miles per hour. these surfaces. Fig. 5 is a metallographic surface which 
The combination of the simple unaflow cycle with steam- has been almost completely polished. The dark spots on 

tight poppet inlet valves and cut-off control permits the this surface are due to the non-metallic inclusions in the 
engines to run at all speeds with the main steam valve wide specimen. Before the specimen can be used for metallo- 
open. Speed is controlled by lengthening or shortening graphic work, even the very minute scratches seen on the 
the cut-off; the engines can even be stopped, started, and surface must be removed. This polishing is done with very 
reversed with the throttle wide open. fine abrasives on billiard cloth. The surface offers a com- 

The engines have an extremely neat appearance, being parison, showing the magnitude of the scratches in sur- 
entirely enclosed in a jacket trimmed with polished stain- faces which may appear to be free of scratches, when seen 
less steel. All moving parts in the engines, with the excep- _ with the naked eye. Even optical lenses may contain some 
tion of the pistons, are lubricated by a common pressure scratches which cannot be noticed. 
oiling system—oil cups of any kind are absent. The cyl- 
. : a4 5 ° inders are oiled by injectors at the inlet ports and also by 
an atomizer which emulsifies the oil with the throttle ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
steam. The material contained in this article was gathered largely from 

‘ : _ Papers prepared by Hans Ernst, who has done much work on 
Four coal-burning, _stoker-fed boilers of the Foster machined surfaces. He is a member of the research staff of the Wheeler “D”-type design supply steam to the unaflow en- Cincinnati Milling Machine Company. 
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GET A FREE COURSE ON 

BEARINGS FROM BEARING 

SPECIALISTS .... . 

“(> When the ink has dried on your diploma and 

SS -— > you have settled down to your career as an 

SZ! Sey engineer you'll be glad you accepted our offer 

ae = to learn the fundamental principles and appli- 

cation of TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearings. 

By taking up the subject of bearings now you'll 

save yourself a lot of time and trouble in the 

future. You'll be prepared for all bearing pro- 

blems that ever may come up. You'll be worth 

qe more to your employer because you'll be a 

A — better engineer. 

iL a % cre TIMKEN Bearings are known and preferred the 

| oo: a world over wherever wheels and shafts turn. 

2 — They are used in all kinds of machinery through- 

a oO out all industry; in railroad locomotives, cars 

\ |] and streamlined trains. They eliminate fric- 

. S ee tion, carry radial, thrust and combined loads, 

me promote precision. 

The Timken Reference Manual is a complete 

/ course in the fundamentals of Timken Bearing 

design and application. We will be glad to 

send you a copy. When writing mention the 

— —— name of your school. 

— THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING 
nail mel COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 

een = TIMKEN 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 
blepifchar ot MRED Tapa Morea al eof deal ee 
ery: TIMKEN Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless Tubing; and 

TIMKEN Rock Bits.



GE Campus News 
W veloped by G-E laboratory engineers, yield as 

\ much light as 22¢ ordinary 6o-watt bulbs. For 
3 a £4) y y the same amount of illumination these powerful 

v AS) a little lights produce only one-fourth as much heat 
. a, We EU as do incandescent lamps. Water cooling dissipates 

NOW \\ ap much of the heat and so makes possible the very 
4 WS Wwe Bee small size. 
eae Yili Ae 2 a 

 o 4 CH > The new lights are equipped with motors and 
> Nag He J . gears for remote control, so that they can follow 

- “a as Kiddies the movements of studio performers. 
RO ena ow a _ 8 oR These tiny lamps were developed at G.E.’s 

Lamp Department at Nela Park, Cleveland, which 
each year selects promising young engineering- 

JUNGLE JIVE college graduates from “Test” to train them in 

ISSIONARIES working among a newly — the lighting game. 
M discovered tribe of savages in Netherlands 

New Guinea, which has many times been called ; ae 
one of the “earth's remotest spots,” had a strange ‘ —— th f\ 
xperi aye yo | f « perrence. / / / gle . = NY 

Phey invited natives mto their bamboo hut 7 Ws Ar : on at i; / | Getaload and turned on their short-w ave radio. ‘| he tribes- CS [| oF hart 

men looked at one another in frightened amaze- 78 bs | 

ment. Rev. C. Russell Deibler, one of the mission- Z a 
aries, says this of what happened: “As they heard | IE ~ 
voices coming from the receiver, they crouched is 
over close and jabbered back, utterly bewildered 

where the strange voice was coming from.” SPIDERCRAFT 

, The missionari¢s wrote their experience In a Cr asck you spot-weld wire one quarter as 
letter to Station AGEL, G.E.’s short-wave station : : : 

oo . . : : oe : thick as a human hair? 
in San Francisco, which sends its radio signal in- 

to Asia, using special directional antennas. That’s the problem G-F engineers faced in 

producing filaments for thermocouples, those little 
my super-sensitive devices used in measuring high- 
wy frequency alternating currents or voltages. These 

—_ Aw dainty filaments are 1/2000 of an inch in diameter 
Uy Zoe so small that they are almost invisible —and 
r Z ak have to be welded into a “Kk’’ shape. 

Sead VI A : ‘The work is so fine that it must be done under a 
L; Spe microscope, using a pair of tweezers to hold 

| the wires. 

pil At Schenectady there’s a whole section of the 
PRESTO! G-E Industrial Department devoted entirely” to 

welding. Practically all the men in this section 
PYSAUREER tiny 1ooo-watt mercury lamps, are graduates of the G-E Test Course. General 

I mounted in the new television floodlight de- Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. 

ELECTRIC
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